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College looks to enhance institutional image Tech Fair
by Kristine Feeherty
prepares
Copy Editor
The College has begun implement Direction #7 aims to convey are those of upon graduation.” That percentage fig
ing components of its five-year Strate “service, community, faith, and Catho ure is over 95%, with 100% in the Di educators for
etetics program, according to Willard.
gic Plan by focusing on enhancing the lic presence.”
Also, the College provides hands-on
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President Dennis Golden has sent
next millennia
letters to faculty members inviting them vancement, believes in upholding these cation environment,” such as the one the
to take part in a task force that will
examine the goals of Strategic Direction
#7, concerning the image of the College.
There is an evident need to increase
people’s awareness of what the College
stands for and, especially, what kinds of
students it includes. “All colleges and
universities have a specific image about
them,” said Golden. For its first 50
years of existence, Fontbonne “was an
all-women’s college. Now we’ve been
co-educational for 25 years, and we have
a different image because of that.”
According to the Strategic Plan, “pub
lic perception about Fontbonne College
is uneven and out of date.” Many St.
Louisans arc unaware that the school is
co-educational. Catholic, and offers a
full lour-year curriculum and master’s
degrees. A task force and market re
search are needed to officially discover
what people’s perceptions are, and to
change them if they are incorrect.
The College values that Strategic

values. “When people graduate from
here, we would like them to have a sense
of service to the community,” he said.
In addition to producing educationally
competent people, Willard said it is also’
important to “give back” to the commu
nity. He cited examples of graduates
who coach little league, get involved in
church, and do volunteer work for the
Red Cross.
Willard also stressed the uniqueness
of Fontbonne as a Catholic college; it is
the only Catholic college in St. Louis.
But that does not mean that Fontbonne
would exclude students of other faiths.
“We don’t try to convert everybody who
comes through the door, but our heri
tage, our roots, and our beliefs are in the
Catholic faith,” said Willard.
In addition to the abstract values
included in the Strategic Plan, Willard
also emphasized the College’s practical
assets. “We place so many students in
their career fields almost immediately
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communication disorders department
has with the St. Joseph’s Institute For
the Deaf.
Willard also said “there’s not too
many people that are aware of our com
mitment to adult education,” and few
people know that the College has sev
eral master’s degree programs.
Another unique practical aspect of
the College that the public might not be
aware of is that teachers are able to give
a lot of personal attention to students.
They generally do not hire graduate
students to teach in their place, and are
able to have “one-on-one contact” with
the students, said Willard.
The Strategic Plan is a five-year im
provement plan for the College, span
ning the years 1997-2002. The target
date for the task force to complete its
findings is January of the year 2000.
Willard also added that the College is
now in the process of obtaining bids for
market research.

by Robert Bertels
Staff Writer
After registering and enjoying a
breakfast of coffee, donuts, and bagels
students and teachers from around St.
Louis were ready to enjoy the first ever
Technology Fair.
Keynote speaker for the event was
Morrie Reece, the education develop
ment executive of Apple Computer,
Inc. The focus of his speech revolved
around the nagging question of educa
tors today: “Are students prepared for
the 21st century?” But he posed an
evenmorc important question that could
help teachers answer this question posi
tively in the future: “Are teachers
preparing tor the 21st century?”
Technology can be used to help
teachers prepare themselves and stu
dents for the upcoming new millennia.
One ofthe major problems facing teach
ers today is the amount of information
See Tech page 4

Preparation for 75th

anniversary nears completion
A New Application of an Old Remedy
By Barbara Verhoff
A new mode of treatment has
been introduced to the medical world. To
the layman, it is know as Haute-couture,
high-fashion, or the “new” look. The
theory behind this treatment deals more
with the mental aspects of treatment than
with the physical. Its developers and most
avid supporters agree that a dying patient
can be roused from his stupor by a pair of
shapely legs or a handsome, smiling male
face and that healing can be faster using
these same methods than when using the
new miracle drugs.
Today, a person regaining
consciousness after an accident may have
a hard time deciding if he has been taken
to the local hospital or the discotheque.
His intellect tells him that he must surely
be in a hospital for he is in a bed and a
call bell is on the pillow beside his head.
However, his eyes seem to be seeing the
setting for a Mod commercial or a
brochure on the beauties of Danish
Modem furniture.
After the initial shock has been
overcome, the patient realizes that highfashion has become an integral part of
medical treatment. Before haute-couture
hit the hospitals, all apparel was fairly
uniform. Nurses dressed in basic, long. sleeved, white uniforms of a length well

below the knee. Doctors has a standard
white labcoat. No thought was given to
the effect this had on the patients, both
male and female. Now many are the men
who are rescued from death’s door by the
sight of a beautiful young nurse with a
Vidal Sasson haircut and a figure
revealing hip-hugger uniform. Men are
speeded on the road to recovery by the
sight of the six inches of thigh that are
exposed every time a nurse in a skin-tight
shift raises her arms above her elbows.
The artistic nature can delight in the blobs
of color created by nurses’ aides,
volunteers. Candy Stripers.
The nurses haven’t been alone in
their solicitude for the patient. Doctors
have discarded the traditional labcoat in
favor of more sportish looking jackets of
all colors and styles. And with Mod
jackets come Mod mannerisms. The old,
gentle bedside manner has been put on the
shelf because it bred confidence and a
feeling of security in the patient. This is
to be avoided because a complacent
patient has no urge to get well.
Any older woman, with a
maternal bone in her body, would gladly
get well just to give that innocent “little
boy” with the title of doctor some
See Crypt page 9

by Christy Otto
Staff Writer
The College’s 75th anniversary com
mittee has begun its process on how to
make the 75th anniversary of the Col
lege special. The chairman, Timothy
Willard, vice president for development
and institutional ad
vancement, has di
vided this occasion
into six different
committees: public
ity and highlights,
75th history, special
events, event imple
mentation, docu
mentation, and the
LePuy trip.
The publicity and
highlights commit
tee is focusing on the
visual aspect. A 75th
logo has been cre
ated which has been displayed on a
banner at Wydown and Big Bend. Itwill
also be on the stationery, business cards,
and envelopes in addition to other Col
lege paraphernalia. The symbol will be
a part of the anniversary theme which
will last for 18 months. It will begin
officially on July 1, 1998 and continue
until December 31, 1999. A few other
themes that could be involved are peace
and justice, community service, and 75
days of prayer.

The 75th history committee is work
ing on a book authored by the former
president of the College, Sister Jane
Hassett, CSJ. The book is to be called
Fontbonne at 75: Vitality and Vision.
This committee is
working non-stop,
gathering informa
tion about the his
tory of the College
and searching for
pictures that will
best represent the
school.
The special event
committee is work
ing on developing
new events for the
75th anniversary.
For example, the
College usually has
a booth at Fair St. Louis, but this year
they are trying to be directly involved in
the parade by having a float. This way
the College can publicize the anniver
sary of the school. Other special events
being discussed are interfaith celebra
tions and a Martin Luther King Jr. cel
ebration.
The event implementation commit
tee is working on taking the events the
College already has and improving upon
See Preparation page 6

Late Night
offers fun for

hoops fans
by AnneMarie Smith
Staff Writer

photo by Andy McKenzie

Starting at 8:00 p.m., fans waited
anxiously at the Dunham Student Activ
ity Center (DSAC) for the “very fa
mous" (and free) Late Night with Lee
McKinney T-shirts. The first 400 fans in
the gym received the T-shirts, which
represented the 1 Oth year for Late Night.
The gray shirts had miniature pictures of
each of the shirts given out in the last
nine years.
Shortl y after the T-shi its were handed
out, the women’s basketball team took
the floor. The team of 13 was split into
two squads: the purple and the gold.
The purple team was coached by Rex
Van Almsick, while the gold team was
headed by Bill Foster. Afterthe comple
tion of the two 20 minute halves, the
gold team went home the victor.
In between the women’s and men’s
games, fans got a special treat to watch
the Griffin Girls do a dance with some of
the men’s basketball players. The fans
seemed to enjoy watching the basket
ball players trying to show off their
stuff. During the men’s half-time, the
Griffin Girls perfonned on their own to
“Just for the Ladies.”
The time then came for the men’s
team to take the floor. After their grand
entrance of breaking through a banner
the cheerleaders had made, they were
announced in graduating order. The 28
members were split into two teams.
Lance Thornhill coached the gold team
and Denny McKinney headed the purple
team.
Before the men played their two 15
minute halves, there was a three-point
contest. Out of eight players, Herbie
Dill was named the winner. During half
time, a slam dunk contest took place.
Shawn Peterson was named the winner
by the group of four judges.
The game began and ended with great
success. Coach McKinney said, “It is
hard to tell by Late Night how the men
will do this year because Late Night is a
fun night.”
Last, but not least, the cheerleaders
had a great Late Night. Undergoing many
changes this year, the team did great.
Susan Clark said the girls half-time per
formance went “the best performance I
have ever seen out of the girls.” Fans
commented that the team had improved
greatly this year. Clark said, “Since the
girls had been practicing since August,
it was nice to see the girls get awarded
from the fans for all their hard dedica
tion.”
After all the teams’ performances,
everyone went to the Caf for the dance,
which drew many people for a night of
enjoyment.

Diversity week celebrates different cultures
by Chrissy Mack
Business Editor
Multicultural di
versity week, held No
vember 12 through 14,
provided a chance for
students to showcase
their talents and cul
ture. The various
events provided were
“A Look al South Af
rica” by Sister Mary
Carol Anth and Jan
Crites, cultural cel
ebration night, cultural
information booths
and an ethnic finger
feast, and a trader’s
marketplace.
photo by Justin R. Lopinot
Cultural celebra
tion night provided in Tiny Thagame, a student from Botswana, shows some of her
ternational entertain country's items to Linda Wells-Glover during the day which
ment featuring perfor featured cultural information booths and ethnic finger foods.
mances by Andreina
Lopez, who performed a flamenco dance, to spread out. Overall I believe it was a
Karen Liu on the luiching instrument good experience for students.”
and Justine Liu on piano performing
Letsomo La Tshipa, who performed
“Fisherman,” the Botswana students African traditional songs in the show,
singing group performing “Mmatswale,” stated “The show was good. [It] taught,
and much more.
entertained, and educated others about
Kareem Deanes, freshman, stated, “I our traditional talents. This is a way to
think the events were amazing, although show others that this is what we can do.
I believe they tried to incorporate not We did not leam this talent in school; it
enough events in a long period of time, is in our hearts, our spirits.”

The trader’s market, sponsored by
Students for the Enhancement of Black
Awareness (SEB A), was brought to cam
pus for the second consecutive year.
Jerrita Tuggle, president of SEB A, said,
“This is our second marketplace event.
This has been a huge success for venders
casing their work.”
Our Blessings, Christmas Apparel,
New Image by Iren, Ranada Pictures
and Gifts, and Hues’ Fine Art were
among the various venders present.
Kealebuga Precious ThHabine ex
hibited African woven baskets from her
home, Botswana, as well as hercompact
disc that featured Christian gospel.
ThHabine has two compact discs that
she recorded in Nashville, Tennesse and
a third coming out which she will record
back home.
ThHabine stated, “I’m attending
UMSL, yet I participate in many of the
events here at Fontbonne. I sang at such
events as cultural celebration night and
the Voices of Praise concert which I am
happy to say that both were a large
success.”
This year’s cultural celebration week
was sponsored by the Association of
International Students, the office of
multicultural affairs, the office of stu
dent activities, and SEBA.

Parking proposal gains Plan Commission’s

approval; new lot can be expected soon
by Karen Meis
Staff Writer
If the luck of the College keeps roll
ing at its current rate, 152 more students
can expect to save gas by being able to
park on a new lot on campus, and not a
mile down Wydown Boulevard. On
September 29, the City Clayton Plan
Commission recognized the need for
more on-campus parking and voted to
support the proposal for the construc
tion of a new student parking area.
The approval of the Plan Commis
sion was the first of many important
steps that must be overcome before con
struction can begin.
Next, the College must obtain the
acceptance of the architectural review
board. In order to do this, the proposed
lot, which is intended to be located off of
Big Bend Boulevard in the now grassy
area north of Southwest Hall and south
of the Science Building, has been rede
signed to meet the qualifying factors set
up by the Plan Commission. In a memo
distributed to the College community
by President Dennis Golden, these pre
requisites for the lot are stated as fol
lows:
Intense screening so that vehicles
are not visible from Big Bend Boule
vard. The screening must contain a
wall.
No additional driveways from Big
Bend Boulevard.
A reduction in the depth of the lot.
' A prohibition on building a parking
deck on Big Bend lots.
A deed restriction that would ban a
parking lot on the Wydown site.
A limit of 2,200 students on
Fontbonne’s Clayton campus.

The cap on enrollment would have to
be imposed by the College’s board of
trustees.
The matter of additional driveways
going to and from Big Bend is still up in
the air. Big Bend is a county road and
the St. Louis County highway engineers
have the last say on this component. The
design for the lot has been updated to
meet all other stipulations and is await

ing review.
If all goes well with the architectural
review board, the final presentation will
bemade to the board of aiderman. Dates
for both of these meeting have not yet
been released.
After proper approval has been at
tained and the College has the go ahead,
construction of the new lot will begin
immediately.
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News
Investigative task force
looks into library resources
by Michael Massey
Staff Writer
A new task force, made up of
four faculty members, two mem
bers of the Library staff and one
student representative, organized
earlier this semesterwith the goal
of re-evaluating the resources and
role of the Library in the College
community. With complaints
rampant among students about
the Library services, this task
force faces a tough challenge.
Under the jurisdiction of aca
demic affairs and the leadership
of Dr. Joseph McDonald, library
director, the Library task force A computerized catalog system will probably
discusses several possibilities for
replace the "less efficient" card catalog.
change in the Library. One such
possibility departs fromtheusual
events are imperative to acollege refer
emphasis on the central library and fo ence facility, so students who seek these
cuses on developing smaller, depart items and leave empty-handed become
mental libraries in other areas of cam frustrated and lose trust in the Library.
pus. Such a switch would still revolve Also, students feel their time could be
around a central facility, but would pro better spent than rummaging through
vide students in a particular area of drawers of title and subject cards look
study with a specialized section of re ing for the books they need. A comput
sources directly relevant to their topics. erized catalog system would be more
Another suggestion discussed by efficient and less both space and time
members of the task force involves hav consuming for its users.
ing seniors working with incoming stu
These and other library and infor
dents to better understand and utilize mation issues face the task force during
the facilities and materials in the Li its approximate one year life span. Ac
brary, Such work-study positions would cording to Sr. Joan Lescinski, CSJ, vice
provide the incoming students with a president and dean of academic affairs,
“mentor” who was familiar with their whose approval launched the task force,
problems and therefore more qualified whatever proposals the members make
to help find the key resources the stu must be eventually channeled through
dents need.
the budget and Faculty Government
Despite these innovative ideas, how Association committees. Therefore, the
ever. students seem to feel that making College community may not see these
the Library a more user-friendly envi changes for another two or more years.
ronment depends upon updating the re Despite that, the chance to improve the
sources already present. Many students Library and its resources provides hope
feel that the lack of current books and a for those who look to the College’s
computerized card catalog are where facilities for current, accurate and userthe Library’s basic faults lie.
friendly information.
Having books on current issues and

Honors students see tsar of Russia
by Sue Eben reck
Special to the Fontbanner
On Sunday afternoon, November 9,
approximately 15 student members of
the College’s honors association gath
ered together at the Missouri Historical
Society to view a performance ofNicho
las and Alexandra which was presented
by the Historyonics Theatre Company.
Accompanying the students were Su
san Lenihan, instructor of deaf educa
tion and faculty sponsor of the honors
association, Jason Sommer, associate
professor of english and director of the
honors program, and Rex Van Almsick,
professor of social sciences (history and
law).
The play, set in turn of the century
Russia, depicted the events in the lives
of Nicholas and Alexandra, who were
the last Tsar and Tsarina of Russia.
Even though Nicholas and Alexandra
courageously tried to lead their country,
fate was not on their side. They were
tragically murdered because of political
expediency sanctioned by the new com
munist leadership.

From an historical perspective, their
deaths and the subsequent rise of com
munism impacted the entire twentieth
century.
Commenting on the accuracy of the
portrayal of the historical events repre
sented in the play, Dr. Rex Van Almsick,
who has traveled extensively in Russia
over the last ten years, said that the play
was “accurate.”
Missy Peacock, a junior and honors
association member said, “the play was
very entertaining. I always find the
social aspects of history interesting.”
When asked to comment on the v alue
of the honors association, Missy said,
“the honors association is a great group
to be involved with. It provides excel
lent opportunities to experience a higher
level of learning that is not available in
regular classes.”
Dr. Rex Van Almsick had similar
comments on the value of the honors
association.
See Honors page 11

OPTIONS celebrates renovations
by Karen Meis
Staff Writer
With the renovations in the office
finally finished and the new South
County location scheduled to open
within the next few weeks, the people at
OPTIONS felt that it was time to have a
little celebration. On October 24, the
office held an open house for college
faculty, staff, family, and friends, to
show off its new look.
The changes that were created by the
renovations have all been positive. The
biggest and newest feature to the office
is the new area dedicated to student
services. The old Montessori section,
which had been used as storage space,
was converted into a new kitchen area,
two offices and five cubical spaces. The
jobs of the people who are now located
in this area often involve working close
together. It makes it easier on employ
ees and students to have them all located
in one area.
Moving the seven employees up to
their own area created more space for
the other 17 people who work for OP
TIONS. Two offices were built in the
main area. In some cases, cubical space
increased to almost double of what it
had been before. The office now seems
to be less cluttered than it was before
and working conditions seem to be much
better.
The six classrooms located in South
west Hall also underwent some changes.
In fact, classroom 6 is no longer a class
room, but a student lounge instead.
Vending machines were moved out of
the crowded hallway and into the room,
which now also has a couch, armchairs,
a coffee table, and a round table with
chairs. Two of the other rooms also
received new furniture for the students.
All rooms are now equipped with televi
sion sets, videocassette recorders, and
overhead projectors.

In addition to these changes, brand
new carpet was laid in the entire office
area and all of the classrooms. The main
hallway and lounge area were refin
ished with fresh tile. All glass doors
were decorated with the purple and gold
“Fontbonne OPTIONS” logo.
Everyone in the office received new
office furniture. Before, many office
members did not have enough room for
the storage of all of their working mate
rials. Now, some are having problems
trying to figure out what to do with the
extra drawers and shelves.
The open house showed off these
changes. Those visiting were given
tours of the office and the classrooms.
They even had the opportunity to see a
small slide show put on by Carol Drury,
director of curriculum and publication
services, who had caught a good deal of
the renovation process on film. The
slide show featured each individual sit
ting in his or her cubical before and after
the renovations and showed how badly
the changes were needed. The presenta
tion was set to music. Pictures were
flashed as Frank Sinatra sang “High
Hopes” and “When You Wish Upon a
Star.”
Office members had been hoping for
renovations for a long time and are ex
cited that they have finally arrived.
The event was also bri ghtened by the
arrival of a bouquet of fresh flowers that
was delivered as a gift from the aca
demic dean’s office.
Dr. Richard Maclin, associate dean
for OPTIONS, said that he feels that the
new changes create “an overall positive
work environment” in the office that
helps to serve students better. He feels
that “this achievement for the program
is a triumph for the College and a suc
cess for the whole school.”

Master’s of fine arts graduates
display works in the Library

Graduates from the master's of fine arts program
put some of their artwork on display in the Library.
The piece pictured* by Trudy Marshall, is entitled
"Ritual Lidded Vessel #11 "
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News
Bogen offers glimpse into his world
Gang violence prevention
by Kristine Feeherty
Copy
starts in elementary schools TheEditor
flyers on campus depicted a pen the question, “Are there no prisons, no

by Michael Massey
Staff Writer

“Teachers will see gang members
sometimes 10 years before we as a
police department see them,” said St.
Louis County Police Detective Bob
Robinson to a crowd of students from
Fontbonne and other schools on No
vember 11 in the Lewis Room of the
Library.
Robinson, who works witha lOman
gang unit in the St. Louis County Police
Department, spent an hour speaking to
his audience, including students from
Dr. Margaret Gray’s behavior manage
ment classes, about the importance of
working to prevent gang behavior in
elementary schools, where it begins.
“I f you see a behav for [ in a kid], you
have to change the lifestyle of that kid,”
Robinson urged the College’s teachers
of tomorrow. "This,” he said, indicat
ing a collection of gang-related items
set up before his audience, “is a product
of something that starts in the first and
second grades.”
An important step for gang violence
prevention, according to Robinson, is
the introduction of school policies re
stricting what students in elementary
schools can wear to classes. Also im
portant arc stricterpunishmcnts forgang
graffiti and hand symbols. His display

of gang-related items included photo
graphs, T-shirts, school art projects and
notebooks from the St. Louis area, all
of which reinforced his point that gang
behaviorbeginsmuchearlierthan typi
cally shows up in police department
reports.
A large part of his speech involved
demystifying the images typically held
by those with no experience of gangrelated subjects, as well as educating
his audience on how to interpret com
plex gang symbolism. Understanding
the behavior of gang members and
“wanna-be’s” is an important area of
his approach to getting schoolteachers
to stop gang involvement before it gets
out of hand.
“This is a lot of what the outside
world does to affect the management in
schools,” said Gray, special education
professor, who invited Robinson to be
a guest speaker. Teachers will face
enormous obstacles while facing gang
problems. However, with exposure to
these important issues, the teachers of
the future will hopefully be better pre
pared to enforce stricter codes of dress
and behavior in elementary schools,
putting an end to gang behavior before
it becomes a task forpolice gang units.

Tech continuedfrom page I

available. “The sum total of the world’s
information doubles every 24 months,”
according to Reece. “By the year 2003
it will double every six months.”
With this much information being
generated, new methods of storing in
formation must be developed. Thenew
est method of storing information is the
Digital Video Disk (DVD) currently
most popular in the entertainment mar
ket. One DVD holds 28.8 gigabytes of
memory, or 38 thousand books. Most
school libraries in St. Louis hold be
tween one and eight-thousand books.
So the information can be stored.
But that leaves the question of how to
access that information quickly. The
Internet is one method, but this requires
training students how to do “smart
searches” to reduce the number of sites
found, and eliminate irrelevant data.
Also, within the next six years, down
load rates are expected to jump from 216 megabytes per second to 10 thousand
MB. That will be approximately 13thousand books per second.
Computer speeds are expected to
increase as well. Computing power
doubles about every 18 months, and is
expected to do so for the next 25 years.
“Good technology plans should be
revised every 12 months,” said Reece.
This will require schools to create more
flexible plans, and to revise them often.
He asked the audience to keep in mind
“when planning for the future, remem
ber the present is obsolete.” He also felt
“we need to move students from the
Industrial Age to the Collaborative Age.”
Many companies are becoming “virtual
corporations,” where employees work
from home.
After the initial presentation, guests
to the College were given the luxury of
choosing multiple presentations to at-

tend and labs in which to participate.
Hands-on labs offered included the op
portunity to learn programs such as
“SuperLink” and “PowerPoint.” There
were lab sessions for learning how to
use the Internet, one for novices and one
for intermediates. There was also a
session offered on designing webpages.
Reece offered two more presenta
tions later in the morning. One of the
presentations discussed new technol
ogy available through Apple Comput
ers: software and hardware.
Apple recently released its new G3
series of Power Macintoshes. These
new computers, considered mid-ranged
by the company, run faster than the new
Pentium II computers available for IBMclones. Their “big boys” are expected to
come out early in the spring.
Apple also now sells directly over
the World Wide Web (WWW). Cus
tomers customize the computers to their
needs and desires and Apple builds them
to the customers specifications, and
ships them in about three days. Over
$500,000 of computers were sold in the
first 24 hours.
Apple also now offers “The Critter,”
a tiny, full-colored motion video camera
that mounts on top of the computer.
Video conferencing can now be accom
plished directly over the WWW. This is
another step toward the forming of vir
tual corporations.
Software now offered to help teach
ers include “ClarisWorks for Kids” and
“Web Page Construction Kit.” The
“ClarisWorks” program is template
driven, so young students (K-3) are eas
ily guided, and the program collaborates
with an official web site, so it is con
stantly updated and will not become
obsolete as fast as most programs do.
The “Web Page” program was devel-

sive looking man exuding the phrase
“I’m going to Fontbonne” in the form of
a cartoon thought bubble. That man was
poet Don Bogen, and he came to read
from his latest book, The Known World,
for the Writer’s Reading Series.
Bogen began by reading several po
ems that exemplified his interest in study
ing living things and objects. He read
several poems that personified every
day objects, includingone titled “Among
Appliances.” It spoke of household
appliances like the refrigerator and fur
nace that “have their own intricate lives
and work for years, supporting the whole
household.”
He also read works that are not in
cluded in The Known World, such as an
olderpoem called “All Shook Up,” about
Elvis Presley’s controversial first ap
pearance on The Ed Sullivan Show.
Bogen described his “really new” poem,
“An Algebra,” as a cross between a
sequence and a long poem. Written in
sections, he likened this poem to a mo
bile, which is also made up of “small
units” that are connected, but not lin
early.
The last two poems Bogen read were
the opening and closing poems of The
Known World'. “Slum Comer” and “The
Known World.” Both poems nicely
reflected the theme of Bogen’s book,
which involves descriptions of 19th cen
tury events that begin to sound like and
fit together with events of the 20th cen
tury. Slum Comer” dealt with images of
“Dickensian splendor” in a modem set
ting, and asked its 20th century readers

workhouses?”
Most of Bogen’s poems were fairly
straightforward and short in length. But
his last selection, the title poem from
The Known World, was longer in length
and more like a mobile, composed of
many small parts that finked abstractly.
In his introduction, Dr. Jason Sommer
said this poem “is a collage in 30 pieces
which gives a remarkably comprehen
sive sense of the 19th century in flashes
of scenes, parts of letters, and samplings
of various voices.” The speakers ranged
from a young dancer to Jack the Ripper,
and Bogen varied his voice accordingly.
When asked if it was helpful to hear
Bogen read his own poetry, Angela Rapp,
senior English major, replied, “Yes, es
pecially with ‘The Known World,’ be
cause he read the different sections in
the voice particular to that point of view.”
Such poetry can be difficult to interpret,
but hearing an author read from his own
works is very beneficial to one’s under
standing. “The poet is able to put the
correct voice behind the poem,” said
Rapp.
Bogen is an associate professor of
English and the head of the creative
writing program at the University of
Cincinnati. The Known World is his
third book, following Necessary Order
(1991), a book about poet Theodore
Roethke, and After the Splendid Display
(1986), his first collection of poems.
His poetry has won several awards, in
cluding the Nation Award and the Emily
Dickinson Award.

oped to look like a web page, to give
students a hands on feel of the web, and
to show them what a web site is like to
aid in the development of their own.
The program walks students through the
process from adding text, pictures, and
links, to contacting a web master to get
the page up and running on the WWW.
Microsoft representative Deketa
Booker was on hand to demonstrate the
newest version of “Encarta Encyclope
dia.” In addition to the standard ency
clopedia format, the new version offers
links to various web sites that offer more
information on topics, and has a direct
link to its own home site. Featured
during the presentation were the new
VAIO computers from Sony.
Rebecca Browne, teacher for
Duchesne and member of the computer
science master’s program, offered a pre
sentation on “Inspiration,” a graphic
organizer program. She offered the ad
vice that “the software is just a tool; it
doesn’t really matter what brand you
use.” She preferred the “Inspiration”
format, but suggested several others as
well. When offering advice to adminis
trators creating technology plans she
said they “need to focus on what teach
ers can do with a program before decid
ing what the students can do with it.”
Helen Petropollus, recipient of the
Presidential Award in 1994forherwork
in technology, offered several presenta
tions on the use of multimedia in the
classroom. She felt part of the problem
today lies in the fact that “we teach the
way we were taught. We need to be
willing to change.”
She felt that elementary students are

not too young to use computers as a tool,
and presented work from students from
K-4. “Kids are not afraid of computers.
Adults are.” Her program offers expo
sure to basic computer programs for
students in kindergarten, including CD
Rom and multimedia. By 4th grade,
students are creating spreadsheets,
graphs, and databases as well as creat
ing multimedia slide shows.
“The students will work at their own
level of proficiency,” she explained as
she presented student work. “This en
ables a student to work at his own level,
and still feel a sense of accomplish
ment.” The more gifted students seemed
to enjoy showing off their skills using
the computer art and text tools. Special
students, though their work was less
detailed, were from the heart and well
done nonetheless.
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News
OPINION =====

Student steamed over
campus security
by Karen Meis
Staff Writer
As a student, I am concerned. As a
woman, I am frightened. As a human
being, I am outraged. In recent months,
a local woman won a multi-million dol
lar lawsuit against a hotel. Her case:
She had been attacked and raped in her
hotel room and the hotel’s security failed
to protect her. It is no big secret that the
security on campus is less than superior.
This being the case, Fontbonne better
get ready, because if things don’tchange,
the College may end updefending itself
in court due to some sort of similar
situation. I know that being a security
guard is not easy. Protecting a college
campus must be harder than it looks
because our security guards sure make
it look too easy.
Where is a student supposed to look
when he or she needs a security guard?
The handbook states that you should
contact the guard shack or page the
security guard if you need help. What
good does it do to contact the guard
shack if the guards are almost never
there or to page them if they often do not
respond? The guards never seem to be
around when you need them. One
woman, who works in an office on
campus, needed help because of car
trouble. “I called the shack a number of
times and no one was there. I paged
them too. I never got a response. Even
when I came in the next day I had no
messages waiting for me that even ac
knowledged that they got my page.”
I myself have gone to the guard
shack, looking for help when I locked
my keys in my car with the engine
running, and found no one there. I was
lucky that a polite, maintenance person
happened to pass by and offer his help.
It took him over 20 minutes to get into
my car, which was parked right in front
of the shack. Never once did I see a
security guard.
So, where are the men that are sup
posed to protect the area? Check the
areas on campus that normally have
socializing going on. When they are on
patrol, they seem to enjoy holding pleas
ant conversations with students and have
been known to make appearances at
social gatherings on campus. There
have been very few times that I have felt
“protected” at one of these events. I felt
very safe the night that Scream was
shown in the Caf. For the entire dura
tion of the movie, the security guard that
was on duty sat right behind me.
I wish we had no need for security
guards but, unfortunately, this is the
real world. Cars get hit on the parking
lot. Strange men show up in campus
buildings and expose themselves. Items
turn up missing, never to be returned.
Washington University’s student news

paper reported two cases of vandalism,
two cases of possible arson, one case of
an attempted theft, one incident of in
decent exposure, and eight cases of
actual theft in one week. The estimated
total of all losses and damages was
$3859. After a while, this can add upto
be a costly amount. If minor incidents
like these can happen across the street,
they surely can (and do) occur on our
very own campus as well and they do
not have to stop there.
It does not take much to realize that
there are some serious problems with
the campus. Not all of these problems
lie in the hands of our security guards.
Many incidents that happen on our
campus either are not being reported to
the security guards or not being re
ported to the students. If they are
reported to the students, the facts are
not straight (as was the case with the
recent incidentof indecent exposure on
campus). This does not leave me feel
ing very reassured.
The campus needs to be improved
in many ways. The lighting on the
parking lot is inadequate. The current
fixtures, most of which are blocked by
overgrown trees, put off little light.
The system for contacting the secu
rity guards needs to be perfected. Com
muter students do not have access to
telephones that do not require a 25 or
35 cent deposit. I assure you that any
student in danger is not going to stop to
look for change and a handbook so he
or she can page a security guard. The
phones outside of the dorms can only
call on-campus extensions. This means
that we can only call the shack from
these phones—phones that are within a
minute’s walking distance of the build
ing.
1 do not feel safe, and that is a
shame. I do not like having to ask my
friends to wait for me after my night
classes because I do not want to walk to
my car alone after dark. I do not like
looking over my shoulder every where
that I go. And I do not like to wonder
what may or may not happen and who
may or may not respond if I should
need help. I want to feel secure and
protected. As a student who pays the
same $10,000 a year to go here as
everyone else pays, I have that right.
We all have that right.
Changes need to be made before
something severe occurs. I really hope,
for the sake of all involved, that it does
not take a multi-million dollar lawsuit
to make people stop turning theirheads
in the opposite direction of the truth
and acknowledge what is really taking
place around us.

r SHARE A PARKING SPACE WITH A FRIEND 1
Come into Student Development and check
out the ride board for names and
numbers of other commuters who would
like to share a ride.
I

’Working actor’ shares

experiences with students
by Ann Rapko
Staff Writer

The acting profession is not
like any other profession in the
world. The phrase “working ac
tor” is not one commonly used.
Often the actor has a job waiting
tables anxiously waiting for that
next big audition, or hopes to be
noticed by an agent while check
ing out at the grocery store. How
ever, the term “working actor”
can be applied to Abby Sullivan.
On Monday, November 3,
Sullivan shared her experiences
and offered advice to the College
community. She has worked in
theatre, television, film, and pro
vided voice-overs for radio. Cur
rently, Sullivan teaches various
courses at Webster University in
the communication department.
Sullivan is no stranger to
Webster University, since it is
where she received her under
graduate degree from its Conser
vatory. She has her graduate de
gree in theatre from Washington
University. Sullivan also trained
at the Uta Hagen Studio in New York
City. During her Conservatory years
she “discovered her love for the craft. It
was an outlet for working out my feel
ings and ideas. I just did not want to put
in so much rehearsal time.”
Upon graduating from the Webster
Conservatory, Sullivan decided to get a
“real job” working as a publisher. “I
knew that I could never make any money
working as an actor,” said Sullivan. The
9 to 5 work day did not appeal to her
though. “I went completely out of my
mind, sitting behind my desk, not being
able to communicate or move around. I
only last one year as a publisher,” she
mused.
With the encouragement of her
friends, Sullivan decided to try to work
in making commercials and industrial
films. “I had done all that work on vocal
training, so I decided I might as well use
it,” she said. The only thing Sullivan
was lacking was experience. Sullivan’s
experience included the voice of “Miss
U” on the Letter People, a popular St.
Louis based children’s television show,
and she had done a George Bernard
Shaw play entitled, How She Lied to Her
Husband. However, Sullivan states she
gained her experience “hands-on.” She
went out a made her own voice tape,
with the best affordable engineer in the
business. Her hands on training also
included, going through the Yellow
Pages and calling every single acting
agent, until she could find someone to
represent her.
“With all my hard work, I think it is
all right that I have a certain kind of
respect for myself. I was making mis
takes all the time, but I was learning
from them,” said Sullivan. “My first
time on camera was a huge disaster. I
had to apply my own makeup, and my
hair resembled a mushroom, but I got
through it. It just made me even more
curious and willing to leam about what
one did in front of and behind the cam
era.”
The curiosity ofthe behind the scenes

photo courtesy of Deanna Jent

camera work led Sullivan to the jobs of
production assistant, props master, and
assistant director. Eventually Sullivan
got a job as a script supervisor for com
mercials. “I had to pay a great attention
to detail, I sat right next to the camera,
and learned by watching people. My
background as a publisherhelped a great
deal. I did this job for eight years,” she
commented. However, after eight years,
Sullivan got tired of script supervising,
and became interested in working in the
casting area of acting. So for the next
eight years, she worked as a casting
agent for commercials and industrial
films. “I liked casting,” said Sullivan,
“but after eight years, I missed the act
ing. I got my old agent back, and started
graduate school at Washington Univer
sity, where she ended up teaching the
atre for nine years.
Sullivan said, “I enjoyed teaching at
Washington University, however I
needed an environment that had a studio
where my students could work. I knew
that Webster University had a studio, so
I asked if there were any teaching posi
tions available, and I was offered a po
sition in the communication depart
ment.” Sullivan teaches a variety of
courses such as Acting for Television
and Acting for Film.
While Sullivan believes taking act
ing courses is essential to anyone inter
ested in the acting profession. She main
tains that “experience is the best teacher
of all. The professional actor needs to
understand the requirements. You have
to be working hard in order to get work.
Also, any actor who goes on an audition
should have a headshot (close-up facial
shot). The photograph helps the direc
tor and casting agents remember your
audition better.”
Sullivan, who has worked in New
York, likes the pace of the St. Louis
market. “I have done most of my work
here or outside of Kansas City. I have
had and continue to have an interesting
journey. I have to say I very much like
my life,” she said.
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News
Youth Retreat keeps youths Blood drive exceeds goal
by Chrissy Mack
and leaders busy
Business Editor
by Ann Rapko
Staff Writer

The second annual Youth Retreat,
sponsored by the Missouri State Coun-,
cil of the Catholic Knights of America/
was held Sunday, October 26 in the
Dunham Student Activity Center. The
event was co-sponsored by Campus
Ministry. The student representatives
who participated in the retreat, were
Christina Kenawell (who is on the Mis
souri State Council), Sarah Hammond,
Danielle Lindhorst, and Megan Golonka.
“I thought the retreat was organized
well,” stated Golonka. The event was
held from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Twenty
youth, ranging from age 7 to 17, partici
pated in various activities throughout
the day. Mass was held at 7 p.m. and
was followed by a reception.
“We offered many recreational ac
tivities that were fun, but offered a learn
ing experience as well. A fireman came
and spoke for National Fire Safety
Month, and the kids made cards for the
elderly for Thanksgiving. We also did
activities that had a religious theme in
them,” commented Kenawell.
Throughout the day, the youths were

kept busy. “We were always doing
something,” stated Golonka.
The kids made their own rosaries
and learned how to pray with them.
They also played charades with reli
gious topics. The gospel story read
referred to Jesus making a blind man
see, the youths then did an art project
where they drew with their eyes closed
and then observed what everyone did.
“It was an important part of the pro
gram. The kids recognized how valu
able their eyesight is,” Kenawell said.
Mass followed the day full of activi
ties, and the youths had an active role.
“Many of the kids were the musi
cians at Mass. I was impressed, they
were very talented,” commented
Golonka. The Mass was followed by a
reception where the kids and their fami
lies had time to socialize.
“I thought the retreat ran very
smoothly, everyone had lots of fun. Last
year, the event was overnight event and
that was too much. I was very pleased
with the retreat,” stated Kenawell.

American Red Cross sponsored the
blood drive November 5. Fifty percent
of all blood for the nation is supplied
through drives such as this.
Sue Proper, charge nurse and site
supervisor, stated, “St. Louis is one of
nine testing laboratories in the country.
We collect 3,000 units a week from
schools, religious organizations, com
panies, etc. Today our goal is to raise
25 units.”
Two volunteers helping at the site
were Paula Geres* who has been a team
leader for years, and a woman known
simply as Margaret Both volunteers
are a part of American Association of
Retired Persons and cover two to eight
blood drives a month in the Clayton
area.
Margaret stated, “I love working
with students, especially with the stars
in their eyes, and their future ahead of
them. It’s comforting to see students
concerned about the future and other’s
needs, compared to others with money
from large companies-—not all heart
into giving blood, some just do it be
cause.” Margaret started working be

fore World War II and trained in Europe
as a nurse. Margaret said, “My husband
was in World War II, I saw the need
and, importantly, the lives saved from
the blood donated.”
Students were expected to give one
pint of blood. By the end of the blood
drive the Red Cross had collected 31
units.
Kathy Diekmann, sophomore and
regular blood doner, stated, “Give blood
every time you can. A lot of people
can’t give, that’s the way I look at it.
People need it. Also, it helps to know
you’re helping people out.”
Tim Doles and Jon Wright, two firsttimers, told their experience. Doles
stated, “The needle hurts worse going
in than when it comes out." Wright
stated,“Very‘arm numbing,’ 1’venever
done it and decided it would be a good
experience.. ..It also got me out of weight
lifting.” Both were happy as two little
school boys at the fact that they could
guzzle as much free Tang as they could
hold. Wright replied, “Plus you get a
free T-shirt and heart sticker that says
‘be nice to me!”’

Thompson serves up jazz in
Caf’ with his Dixie Flyers

■Fontbonne College
Jazz/Pops Cnsemble
Director,

Terry Thompson
presents The

by Dwight Carter
Staff Writer
On Thursday October 23, during the
lunch hour, Terry Thompson and his
Dixie Flyers performed in front
of over40 faculty, staff, survey
ofjazz students and others. Th
ompson and his Dixie Flyers
had a very simple sound setup,
but got the crowd roaring and
cheering as Thompson per
formed his tributes to Louis
Armstrong and Duke Ellington.
“This is a little bit of
Honkey Tonk and Dixieland in
the a.m.,” Thompson said as he
stepped up to the microphone.
Thompson and his Flyers

1997 f All fOlLI£S
Saturday, Dec. 13 at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 14 at 3:30 p.m.
Fontbonne College
Dunham Activity Center
68(H) Wydown Bhd.
Clayton. MO 63105
(314)889-1431

classified ads cost
$5 per column inch,
it's quite a bargain!
For more info, call 889-4550,
fax 889-1451
(Att. Fontbanner),
or write to:
Fontbanner
6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105

Ticket Prices:
Adults----------------------- $3
Fontbonne Faculty/Staff$l
Fontbonne Students —$1
Children/Sr. Citizens — $2
(get tickets at the door)

opened the show with “Honey Suckle
Rose.” The band consisted of a clarinet/
sax player, trumpet player, banjo player,
drummer, bass player and, of course, the
legendary Terry Thompson on guitar.
Thompson’s wit and humor on the
microphone kept the attention of this
lunch eating crowd, along with playing
songs like “What a Wonderful World,”
“Mack the Knife” and other favorites.
The crowd was very entertained for that
30 minute set, although requests for
“Johnny B. Goode” were not recog
nized.
Maybe next time ?

Preparation continued from page 1

them.
The documentation
committee is working on col
lecting a list of the College’s
past presidents in order to form
a timeline of the presidents
and of events that have oc
curred in the last 75 years at
the College. They are also
considering a hall of fame and
a wall of giving. This wall will

document major benefactors from 1923
to 1998.
To top off the 75th anniversary a trip
to LePuy, France is planned. While in
LePuy, other places such as Paris and
Rome will be visited. LePuy is where
the Sisters of St. Joseph, the order of
sisters here at the College, originated
before they came here and set up the
order at Carondelet, the “mother house”
for the Sisters of St. Joseph.

Now you can e-mail the
Fontbanner at:
fontbanr@fontbonne.edu
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Crites and Sister Mary Carol experience South Africa
by Dawn Bryant
Staff Writer

It is six in the morning and the early
risers are getting prepared for another
day. The curtains are thrown open and
the sun shines in. As they get dressed
they wonder about the 50 di fferent things
they have to do. Checking their pockets
to make sure that they have not forgotten
anything, they open the door to find
monkeys running and jumping around
on the front lawn. This is not a halluci
nation; this is Janet Crites, department
chairperson and associate professor of
human and environmental science, and
Sister Mary Carol Anth, CSJ, associate
professorof HES, standing outside their
rondavel, a round hut with a thatched
roof, in Kruger National Park. This was
just one of the many fascinating things
that they experienced on theirjourney in
South Africa.
Their experience began with a letter
from the Citizens AmbassodorProgram
or People to People International. The
Citizens Ambassador Program and the
American Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences sponsored the trip.
“There was a delineation in the letter
of invitation of some of the issues that
were going to be pursued by us as a
group of professionals that chose to take
this trip. One of those issues was nutri
tion, which is my area of interest,” said
Sister Mary Carol. “1 was very inter
ested in learning about the nutrition of a
country in which I knew nothing about,
and I knew that this would be a wonder

ful opportunity to expand my under
standing of mulitculturalism and diver
sity.”
Crites said that she was interested in
the area of nutrition as well, but she had
other reasons for taking the trip to South
Africa.
^f I could spend my life the way that
I wanted to, I would travel most of the
time. I am very interested in other
cultures,” Crites said. She also said that
she is very interested in the politics of
South Afirca.
“I have been a long-time watcher of
what has been going on politically in
South Africa and in particular the issues
of apartheid and Nelson Mandela’s re
lease from prison and how [now Presi
dent] Mandela has been able to offi
cially dismantle apartheid,” Crites said.
In addition, Crites is interested in
public policy, youth development, adult
literacy, and housing conditions.
Sister Mary Carol and Crites began
theirtripon April 12,1997 in New York
City. After they were briefed for their
journey, they boarded their flight which
took them to Johannesburg, located in
the Gauteng Providence of South Af
rica. Sister Mary Carol said that
Johannesburg is also known as Egoli,
the “City of Gold.”
Next they visited the University of
Pretoria where they spent the day dis
cussing various topics which ranged
from unemolovment to professional

preparation of women. That day they
also attended a Zula cookout and dance.
They also visited a group of women that
sold hand crafted items from a small
building which looked much like a ga
rage.
Sister Mary Carol said that this was
averyupliftingexperience forher. “One
of the college professors took us out to
visit a tribal villiage where a college
professor and her students designed a
program to assist the women of the
Nguni tribe in developing their skills so
as to produce marketable projects to
help them to raise their children and
save money for their children’s educa
tion.” She said that the hope that people
had for a better tomorrow was very
memorable for her.
Next they visited a pre school and
high school in Soweto, an all-black town
ship. They then visited Kruger National
Park which is the world’s largest con
trolled nature reserve and is the largest
wildlife sanctuary in South Africa. Sis
ter Mary Carol remembered baboons in
the roads and monkeys all over the place.
She said that the sights were unbeliev
able.
They then returned to Johannesburg
and flew to Cape Town which is in the
western cape of South Africa. Cape
Town is the capital of South Africa and
is also the leading port of exports such as
fruit, wine, gold and diamonds. They
continued their tour of Caoe Town.

which included seeing the Signal Moun
tains, Hout Bay, the Cape of Good Hope,
Seal Island and National Botanical Gar
dens.
They finished off their trip by visit
ing selected schools in Cape Town and
meeting with the American Ambassa
dor James A. Joseph. Crites said that
this was the part of the trip that was most
enlightening to her. “It is very rare for
ambassadors to spend time with people
other than dignitaries, so for Mr. Joseph
to spend time with some of us was a very
rare treat,” she added.
For both Sister Mary Carol and Janet
Crites, the whole trip proved to be edu
cational as well as eventful.

Peacock continued from page 15
on making it to the nationals,” she said.
When asked about student attendance
at games, Missy stated, “Student atten
dance was low. When you have fans at
the game cheering you get more pumped
up
Peacock is not just limited to the
Fontbonne soccer team; she is also very
involved in other activities. She is an
ambassador, a FOCUS leader, vice presi
dent of IABC, and a member of the
student athletic counsel. Outside of the
College, she works at Victoria Secret in
the Galleria and plays on a coed soccer
team called the Steamers.
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pinion
Famed newspaper columnist, Chris Sommer,
suffers ’writer’s nipple’
by Chris Sommer
Columnist
For those avid readers of the Font banner, you probably noticed an article in last
month’s edition about a gentleman that suffered from “runner’s nipple.” Evidently,
this is a very serious ailment brought about by a runner’s shirt bouncing up and
down and rubbing his nipple to the point of bleeding. The man in the article was
obviously very physically fit, so if this “disease” could strike him, none of us are
safe. So I began wondering, who else is susceptible? Can the people at McDonald’s
get “fryer’s nipple?” How about “registrar’s nipple?” “Advisor’s nipple?” “Guyswho-sell-pretzels-at-the-street-comer’s nipple?”
I am not making fun of the gentleman in the article (because he is much larger
than I am), but I am simply fascinated by the word “nipple.” Unless I am wrong,
I believe that last month was the first time the word “nipple” has ever been used in
the Fontbanner. I wanted to confirm this so I went to the Fontbanner Archives, and
began reading as many editions as I could get my hands on. (Oops! I ended a
sentence in a preposition.) Thank goodness I could only get my hands on two issues
(without getting out of my chair), otherwise I would have been reading for a while.
Nonetheless, my findings were conclusive. Never in the 75-year history of The
College has the word "nipple” been used in the school paper! This is really
something to celebrate. We are exercising our first amendment right to freedom of
the press. People have fought wars to give us the freedom to say and write what we
want. It makes me feel so nipple good that I just want to exercise my right to say
“nipple” by using the word “nipple” all of the nipple time.
I think that this is a great way to let people know that you are proud to be an
American without tearfully singing that Lee Greenwood song. During the next
conversation that you have today, stop mid-sentence and insert the word “nipple.”

Instructor: “Who knows what skirmish was fought in 1863 over some land
somewhere?”
You: “Sir, that would be the Battle of the nipple Bulge.”
Everyone around you will be thinking “Wow that’s great! I sure am proud to
live in this land of ours, a land where I can say “nipple” and not be prosecuted, not
without a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the word “nipple” has been said (Article VI of the Bill of Rights).”

Or, if you don’t like saying the “N” word in every sentence, but you still want
to get people in that patriotic mood, you can opt for the old standby...
Lee Greenwood and YOU (sung in unison): “Well, I’m proud to be an American
where at least I know I’m free. And I won’t forget the man who died, and
gave that right to me. And I ’ll gladly stand up - NIPPLE! - next to you and
defend her still today. Cause I’m so proud I love this land, (choking up)
God bless the USA. (tears) God bless the U-S-A!!!! (fireworks)

We should all really (I’m not kidding here) be thankful to live in this country!
Not everyone has the same opportunities that we have, the same opportunities that
we take for granted. (I am returning to kidding.) There are still third world countries
where, if you say the word “nipple,” they will make you watch several episodes of
Matlock. And if you are dumb enough to throw in a “foreskin” here or there, they
will pull out the Father Dowling Mysteries videotapes.
As I have just demonstrated, you are not limited to using “nipple.” There are
countless other possibilities... booger, anus,poop, %&h7,oreven#$#@&0. (Sorry
to get so graphic there, but I’m sure that the editor will understand that I am just
using my first amendment rights.) There are less offensive words that I used to say
as I child that I wish I could still use as an adult, like “titi-twister.” I would love to
go up my supervisor and say, “Look, if I don’t get that raise, you’re going to get a
titi-twister that is worse than any nightmare you’ve ever experienced.” I could have
also substituted “Indian bum” for “titi-twister”, but I figure that in today’s
politically correct world I would have been forced to use “Native-American bum.”
I am sure that right now the administrative personnel of the college are having
coronaries because they saw the word “anus” in print. Dr. Golden is probably
seeking legal advice as you read this, or even worse, he may be calling his mob
cousin, Guido Golden, to “pay me a visit.” But even if these people start giving me
a hard time I am not going to run from them. I am going to stand up for my right
to express myself, assuming that they don’t round up some reruns of Quincy,
Barnaby Jones, or The Waltons.

Quoteline
Fontbanner asks staff/faculty members

'What were you like when you were in college?

■

Terry Thompson
Music Professor
circa 1966

Ben Moore
English Professor
circa 1983

Carla Hickman
Director of Residential Life
circa 1983

Susan Bostwick
Ceramics Professor
circa 1979

"I was dedicated and committed
to music very much, hoping I
could earn enough money with it
to pay my bills and the tuition at
Washington University. [My
friends knew me asJ that ’show
biz guy,' hoping girls would
somewhat go for that."

"Never inhaled. Never exhaled,
either. Never haled, for that
matter"

"I was a model citizen!"

7 don't really remember!

compiled by Justin R. Lopinot
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IMia to lU EAto......................... You ain’t seen nothing yet

’Famed newspaper columnist’ offends oppressed student

Dear Editor,
Recently I came across a rough draft of a story which may appear in this month’s
edition of the Fontbanner. In this truly tasteless article, the writer uses the
unfortunate condition of “runner’s nipple” in order to gain public amusement. It
is my desire to express extreme disapproval of this writer’s abuse of other’s
unfortunate circumstances. As a health-care worker (and a sufferer of runner’s
nipple myself), I can assure you that this is no laughing matter. You might well
imagine thousands of sufferers of this malady rising up in anger against any
institutions which allows such insensitivity to others infirmities. I do not believe,
Mr. Sommers, that the first amendment gives you the right to abuse, in print, an
oppressed segment of society such as I am a member. I will do all in my power to
see that the rights of the sufferers of “runner’s nipple” are upheld at this fine
institution of Fontbonne College.
Thank you for your time,
Trevor Johnson

by Laurie Sitzes
Staff Writer

Since 1927, when Al Jolson spoke the famous movie line, “You ain’t heard
nothing yet! ” (he should have also let us know that we ain’t seen nothing yet, either)
Hollywood has opened up new doors for us. Age, maturity, life style, and tastes (of
ice cream, of course) are factors that can affect the type of movies a person watches.
Though none of this explains why Madonna’s favorite movie is Pretty In Pink.
Recently, I had the chance to interview several famous people and asked them what
their favorite movie is.
1. Candice Bergen- Phone Call From A Stranger
2. Albert Einstein- The Absent Minded Professor
3. King Kong- King Kong vs. Godzilla (over and over and over...)
4. Curious George- Herbie Goes Bananas (Guess why.)
5. Edgar Allen Poe- Dead Poet's Society
6. Eve- Adam’s Rib
7. Mary Lou Retton- Twister
and for all of you Star Wars fans I talked to...
Apen Reading rhe FombanneR, do you peel as ip rhe meRe mennon op rhe
8. Chewbacca- The Trouble With Harry
woRd "nipple" will cause youR body to lock up in a comawse scare? Ip so, or
9. Barbie- The Valley of the Dolls
even ip nor, you may be guahyied to writc a Lcttcr to rhe ediTOR. LerrtRs,
10. Energizer Bunny- Batteries Not Included
11. Elizabeth Taylor- Diamonds Are Forever (She never gives up, does
or just ideas poR storics, can be submirred to rhe mailRoom, e-mailed to
she?)
yonTbanR@yonrbonne.edu , or phoned in ar 889-4550.
12. Farrah Fawcett- The Plumber
13. Michael Jackson- The Glove
14. Fonzie- Rebel Without A Cause
and finally...
15.
The
Fontbonne Flasher- Trenchcoat
by Trebor Sletreb
Directing
this
article back to the wonderful world of movies (get it, wonderful
Special to the Fontbanner
world of... oh, never mind) what exactly is it that movies do for us? After
It has recently come to my attention Arts when the incident actually took questioning a handful of people (I’m serious this time), I found that movies can give
that the campus security is once again place on third floor Science.
a variety of different things to different people. For example, all but one person I
under attack. I, as a concerned student,
One of the security guards sacrificed talked to said in some way movies can take them away from the real world and let
decided to investigate the “Security Situ two hours of his time, late one night them distance themselves from their problems. The remaining person said that
ation” and learned that their job is much while on duty, to help a group of stu movies were just fun and excitement to them.
more difficult Ilian many students real dents feel safe and secure. It was Movie
On other issues they generally agreed again. Sex in movies was viewed as
ize.
Night in the Caf; acceptable. Newsflash. Sex in movies is not real. Do not try that at home. Violence
Cartoon Box
by Christina Kenawell
While inves
Wes Craven’s was okay because it was fake. I don’t know about that. 1 mean, that fire had to come
tigating security
Scream was the from somewhere. Drugs and suicide are a no, no. I don’t think they are that bad
from behind an
featured flick; in movies. You should see what Cinderella did to me. I’m still waiting for my
illegally parked
there he was, prince charming and I often go into fits of a crazed fury because for some reason
car (it was sug
watching the stu my life is not turning out like the movie (and that was the Disney version). I
gested by some
dents as the movie continuously forget what my therapist has told me thousands of times. “The movie
that I was stalk
showed. I mean, is not real and neither is the prince.” Tell that to my mom who still cries when
ing security, but
with a movie like Bambi’s mom dies.
stalking is such a
Scream, one has
But, I find that I have once again drifted away from the movies themselves...Um,
harsh word), 1
to wonder if some let’s go ahead and drift. How is it that a car blowing up or a dying mother and a
observed a secu
psycho-crazy terrified child can give us a similar effect as a love story or a movie with dancing
rity guard place
killer wearing a mice? Let us study Aristotle’s catharsis and its relation to latest form of storytelling,
a parting ticket
mask might be movies. Oh, never mind. I don’t have as much time on my hands as good old
on one of the
hiding
some Aristotle did.
College’s activ
where on campus,
Hollywood is sure to continue shocking us on their forage to find the
ity vans. After
waiting to prey perfect movie. If you ask me (nobody did but I am going to tell you anyway) all
he was well out
upon unsuspect movies are perfect while at the same time no movie will ever be perfect. Have I
of view, I ap
ing movie-goers. confused you yet? Just enjoy the movie. Oh, and don’t forget after watching The
proached the van
So concerned Wizard Of Oz and going to bed in a dark room, the Wicked Witch of the West is
to discover it had
was the security dead. She cannot get you.
been given a
guard for the stu
wanting for lack
dents’ safety that, Crypt continued from page 1
of a parking
After centuries of science try
when the movie dence in himself and his training—after
sticker.
ing to find new miracle drugs to cure
was over, he pro all, he mustn’t get a complex.
The younger women in the man’s ills, the greatest medicine was
Imagine the
ceeded to check
group
are
given added incentive to get discovered incur own age. Thisisn’tso
courage it must
other parts of the
well
by
dreams
of dates with that “cute much a new discovery as it is a new
have taken for
campus (such as
thing
”
with
a
Beatle-haircut,
a Carnaby application of a very old remedy. Ap
this guard to
the
English
ticket one of the
lounge) while the Street jacket, and the wild crush on her parently those critics who say medicine
College’s own
students made which he so evidently displays each has become automated and non-personal
vehicles. Anybody could ticket a stu their way to their vehicles on the poorly- time he enters the room. It never occurs haven’t been in a hospital in a very long
to her that he has this same “crush” on time.
dent vehicle, there is no challenge, and lit packing lot. Now that’s security.
every
other woman on the floor.
therefore is rarely done. It takes a true
1 think this shows just how difficult a
man to ticket the College.
job the security guards have. Contend
Since the incident involving the ing with students is a large responsibil
VOLUNTEER / INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
flasher, security has taken it upon them ity and our safety is on the line. Just
Legal
Advocates
for Abused Women needs volunteers / interns to provide
selves to constantly monitor the English remember, they are working hard, to
telephone
crisis
support
and legal information abput Orders of Protection to
Lounge, located on second floor Fine keep us all well entertained.
battered
women and their children.
Arts. Imagine the difficulty they must
All
it
takes
is
a
few
hours
a
week
and you too can help a victim break the
face looking in on second floor Fine
cycle of violence. Practicum I Internship opportunities are available.
Th« FontbannT could u«« a faw good writ«r«.
Our next training session begins in May. To volunteer or to learn more
about how you can help stop domestic violence:
Interested?

Security aggravates student

Stop by FA 206

or call 889-4550.

CONTACT:

Jennifer Mathis
Client Services Manager
664-7462
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Jazz Pop’s going strong
Dwight Carter
Staff Writer
In 1952, at the age of nine, Terry is never enough time to accomplish
Thompson began his long journey as a Thompson’s musical goals. What are
musical entrepreneur. Professionally, these goals? “To give the students an
Thompson started playing with local opportunity to perform and work to
dance bands in 1956, his first year of gether as a group to the best of their
high school.
ability and to
Discontented
enhance the
as a sideman
quality of their
and motivated
college life,”
by his leader
said Thomp
ship drive, he
son.
formed his
The Jazz
first small
Pop’s
En
band—The
semble also
Jesters. As
features out
Thompson’s
side musi
skillful musi
cians. For the
cianship and
last 25 years,
leadership
Thompson
emerged, the
has worked
band’s popu
with pianist
larity flour
JimKreisman,
ished during
bassist Vic
the late 1950s.
Cipponeri and
Since then,
trombone
Thompson
player Don
went on to at
McCrady.
tend Wash
Both
photo courtesy of Public Relations
ington Uni Terry Thompson brings his "Jazz Pop's Ensemble"
Cipponeri and
versity where to the Alumni Caf on December J3 and 14
McCrady
he spent most
have
been
of his time working on big bands and with the group since the beginning.
house orchestras. As a result of his
The Jazz Pop’s Ensemble has been
dedicated study of orchestration, he has one of the school’s most popular courses,
become a highly proficient arranger. so it has a great rapport with the College’s
Thompson has worked with artists such students. Thompson has seen a great
as the FourTops, Bob Hope, The Temp improvement in the leadership capabili
tations, Roy Clark and Lou Rawls. In ties in all of his students. Most of the
1971 he established Terry Thompson students have had some prior perform
Productions, of which he is the musical ing or singing experience, but in gen
director, composer and arranger.
eral, their past experience has been lim
Since 1992, the College has had the ited to the high school activities.
pleasure of having Terry Thompson and
The music business major was dis
the Jazz Pop’s Ensemble bring a taste of continued by the school last year. When
jazz, pop. blues and lounge to the stage. asked if the termination of the major has
This year’s class features 13 outstand affected the ensemble, Thompson said,
ing performers who match last year’s “Unfortunately there is no longer a mu
number. Returning students include sic business program at Fontbonne Col
Melissa Branson, Lynn Busso, Dave lege. However, I strongly feel that it is
Elfrink, Aaron Frison, Crystal Meyer, important that students who want to
Meagan Scaliy, Marti Spliker, Sande participate in such activities as the Jazz
Tilson and Hope Willis. Other students Pop’s should have the opportunity to do
include Laura Berfield, Steve Branson, so, regardless if there is or is not a music
Charles Brehends and stage managers business program.”
Ben Ervin and Warren Yandell.
Lynn Busso, marimba player com
According to Thompson, "The stu mented, “It has been a fun experience
dents know how difficult this is to do. for me at Fontbonne, I would be upset to
They have been loaded with harmony not see the Jazz Pop’s continue.”
parts and are putting a gallant effort to
Thompson says that the attendance
ensure a highly successful performance for the Jazz Pop shows has increased
on December 13 and 14.”
among the student body and around the
Thompson also mentions that community since Thompson founded
Wednesday night rehearsals are very the organization five years ago. Th
well attended.
ompson and the Jazz Pop’s Ensemble
“This class is more serious than be invites the College to a wide variety of
fore, because they have had a taste of material ranging from swing to pop to
success. They know that they have to country (and of course there will be
work weekends and individually,” Th some disco) on December 13 and De
ompson commented.
cember 14.
All of the students realize that there

NANNY for Soulard infant. Potential to watch second child for
extra income. Wkly Salary, 4 wks paid vaca, no health benefits,
non-smoker, refs, 664-3224.

classified ads cost
$5 per column inch,
it’s Quite a bar
For more info. eull 889-4550,
■ Fax XX9 MSI

Parent’s Weekend offers role reversal

Moms and dads run amok
under ’student supervision’
by Christy Callanan
Features Editor
This past Halloween weekend, par followed the social hour at the Wydown
ents of the student body were guests on House. Ben Delf, a senior at the Col
campus forthe 1997 Parent’s Weekend. lege, commented, “The dinner was a
“Parent’s Weekend is traditional at good opportunity for me to spend some
every college. This weekend is de quality time with my parents and Dr.
signed to al
low students
to show their
parents what
they experi
ence at col
lege, as well
as meet fac
ulty, administ r at i on ,
friends, and
the
presi
dent... they
even get to eat
the
same
food,” said
Julia
Simpson, di
rector
of
photo courtesy of Public Relations
alumni rela Student Irene Kirschman (center) enjoys President Dennis Golden's
tions
and hospitality with her mother, Mary.
member of the Parent’s Weekend plan and Mrs. Golden.” After the dinner,
ning committee.
Delf and his parents enjoyed listening to
Parent’s Weekend kicked off in the the performance put on by Voices of
Alumni Caf with the Halloween dance. Praise, the College’s gospel choir, at
Prizes were awarded to parents that their fall concert.
dressed up for the occasion.
The 1997 Parent's Weekend ended
A whole itinerary was planned for on a spiritual note with a well attended
Saturday. A continental breakfast on mass on Sunday morning celebrating
the second floor of Ryan Hall was pre the parents’ presence and the Feast of
pared to start the day with a full stom All Souls. Alumni that had lost family
ach. At lunch, parents had the opportu members in the past year were also
nity to experience what college food invited to attend the mass.
was really like by eating one of the
Simpson commented about the week
special boxed lunches prepared by the end, “It was successful forthose that did
food service company.
attend. Unfortunately, not as many fami
The rest of the afternoon was ar lies could join us this year as have in the
ranged to allow families to wander past.”
around downtown Clayton. Merchants
Parents Back to School wascanceled
hung signs in the window and purple all together because of lack of response.
and gold streamers outside their busi Two sessions of seminars were origi
ness to welcome the families from the nally planned for Saturday morning with
College. Some even went an extra step four members of the College’s faculty.
and displayed puiple and gold helium Parents could have attended lectures
balloons outside. At these participating given by the same professors their son or
shops, families from the College could daughter had for class each day. In the
receive discounts and specials.
first session, parents would have had the
The Clayton art district in downtown opportunity to learn how to write a poem
Clayton held an “art walk” to welcome from Jason Sommer, associate profes
the families. Irene Kirschman, a fresh sor of English and the College’s poet-in
man at the College, said the galleries residence, or learn some simple tricks
were “pretty cool.” One in particular on how to catch hidden meanings and
stood out in her mind. “We knocked on truths from Cheryl Baugh, assistant pro
the door and the owner let us in. There fessor of speech communication and
was an entire floor of artwork of all public relations. In the second seminar,
kinds. I especially liked all the paintings parents would have had the opportunity
in black and white geometric shapes that to learn about the moral dimensions of
formed animals.”
Huckleberry Finn from Jean Wasko,
Dr. Dennis Golden, president, held professor of English, or leam about the
an open house at his on-campus home changes occurring in Russia from Rex
Saturday evening. Parents had the op Van Almsick, professor of social sci
portunity to mingle with the president, ences.
faculty, and administration as well as
Despite the wide range of turnouts at
other parents and students. Kirschman the different events, those that partici
was glad that she and her parents at pated felt the weekend was a great idea
tended the social hour, “My parents met and were glad to have chosen to attend
another couple, some of my professors, the Parent’s Weekend activities.
and Dr. Golden.” She said there was a
“With our busy schedules, it was
good turnout for the casual get together nice to enjoy a relaxing evening with my
and everyone seemed to enjoy each parents on campus, the place that has
other’s company and the refreshments. become my second home,” said Senior
A dinner in the gallery of the Library Norene Diel.
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Administrative assistant brings FOBOCO Radio Show
positive attitude to College
attracts listeners (and viewers)
by Chrisy Otto
Staff Writer
In January of 1995, the College wel
comed a new administrative assistant,
Patricia Etter. Since that time, Etter’s
positive attitude and enthusiasm have
added a new dimension to the position,
namely campus involvement.
“I am interested in what is going on
at Fontbonne, and I care about the people
here,” she said.
In addition to her
duties
in
the
president’s office,
Etter is involved in
campus activities
through her atten
dance at basketball
games, alumni auc
tions, cultural celebra
tion week, scholarship
brunches, Founder’s
Day dinners, gospel
choir recitals, and
Terry Thompson pro
ductions. She was a
member of the inau
guration committee in
1995 and is now a
member of the 75th
anniversary committee. She and her
husband, Tom, are members of the
president’s association. Etter is some
times accompanied by her husband and
two daughters, Christina, age 28, and
Caryn, age 25.
Etter is a member of Executive
Women International (EWI), a profes
sional organization which brings to
gether key individuals from diverse busi
nesses for the purpose of promoting
member firms, enhancing personal and
professional development and encour

aging community involvement. One of
EWI’s key projects is raising money for
the ASSIST/scholarship program. Etter
and Julie Danaher, assistant director of
admission, will represent the College at
EWI’s firm night on November 20.
Etter stated, “Fontbonne is a very
exciting place to be at this time in its

by Chrisy Otto
Staff Writer

photo by Justin R. Lopinot

photo by Andy McKenzie

history, especially with the campus
master plan, capital campaign and 75th
anniversary on the horizon. In my posi
tion, 1 have the privilege to work with all
the College constituencies on a daily
basis which I truly enjoy.”
Etter said that she believes in and
practices what Hardy McKay says in his
book, namely “Do what you love, love
what you do and deliver more than you
promise. If you find something you love
to do, you’ll never have to work another
day in your life.”

Student development adds
another smiling face
by Dawn Bryant
Staff Writer
There is a new smiling face in the programs offered and helps the students
student development office, and that with any needs that they may have.
Caldwell said that she truly enjoys
smiling face belongs to Maria del
working here. She
Carmen Salguero
said that it is “like a
Caldwell.
big family—every
Caldwell is the
body helps a lot. I
new secretary of in
feel like I have been
ternational student af
working here my
fairs and student de
whole life.” She said
velopment. She works
that everyone in stu
with campus ministry,
dent
development,
counseling, career de
from the administra
velopment. and inter
tion to the student
national affairs.
workers, make her
She is originally
feel right at home.
from Argentina, but
She has worked in
has been in the United
the educational atmo
States for nine years.
sphere most of her ca
She found out about
reer. She was a
the College through
teacher in Argentina
her husband, Gene
for 15 years before she
Caldwell, who works
photo by Justin R. Lopinot
came
to the states. She
in the computer tech
nology department. Her day-to-day du has also worked in Iowa and California.
She really enjoys working in student
ties range from answering the phone to
contacting people from Antarctica to development because she is in constant
Zaire to give them information about the contact with students. “What I like most
College. She answers any questions about working here is the atmosphere.”
Caldwell said that working for the
that they may have about any of the

The soundfor the engine in "The Water Engine" was provided by Niki Burgdorf.
Michelle Lamorette, and Ann Rapko. Sound effects for the radio show were
performed on stage using various items.
The
lighthearted
comedy,
On November 7th and 8th at 8:00
p.m. in the Fine Arts Theatre, the Col “$100,000 for a Wife,” was about a
lege featured a well done reenactment man who had a troublesome son and
the best way to settle him down was to
of an authentic radio show.
Radio shows were popular in the marry him off. An award of $100,000
mid-1930’s when television was non was offered to the woman who would
existent and the only form of entertain take him in. The father’s hypothesis
ment listening to the radio. Families was correct and in the end, after several
would gather around the radio to listen circumstantial mishaps, the son settles
to music, stories and commercials. Be down to make a very good husband.
The next show, “The Water En
cause there was not much technology,
the sound effects were done simply by gine,” was more intense and featured
die supplies people brought into the both “good” and “bad guys.” In this
performance, a man invented an en
room.
The cast for the FOBOCO Radio gine that could run on water instead of
Show presented a knowledgeable un fuel. The inventor attempts to get a
derstanding of the radio shows of 50 patent and along the way struggles with
years ago. Along with a few commer almost having it stolen.
The FOBOCO Radio Show was an
cials from Colgate, Jello, and Pepsi, to
name a few, two shows were featured. excellent performance thanks, in part,
The first show was “$100,000 for a to Director Deanna Jent and Assistant
Wife,” acomedy, and the second show Director Ann Rapko.
^was “The Water Engine,” a drama.

_______________ >

international student affairs office is re
ally interesting because she gets the
chance to deal with students from so
many cultures that she learns something
new everyday. She also said that she
enjoys that part of her job because she
gets the opportunity to help students
adapt.
“I can relate to the way international
students feel about adapting to a differ
ent culture. I understand how they feel
and I can help them adapt because I have
been were they are,” she commented.
Caldwell is a new addition to the
student development staff and her smil
ing face can be seen there Monday
through Friday, helping students, an
swering the phone, and offering a help
ing hand. In the words of one student,
“Most of all she is a nice lady.”

Honors continued from page 3
He said, “the honors association ac
tivities expose students, who have the
desire to do well, to other important
areas in their academic development
that are not available in the classroom.”
Donald Burgo, professor of religion

and philosophy and former director of
the honors program, added these com
ments: “Based upon student evalua
tions of the honors program in the past,
students really love the small focused
seminars. Students want courses like
this. They are not classes for everyone.
They are for those students that love to
learn, love to read, love to discuss, and
they are not for the lazy.”
Following the play, Dr. Rex Van
Almsick conducted a question and an
swer session with the students that cen
tered around Russian history.
In a discussion after the play, Jon
Rosen, who played Grigori Rasputin,
the rather sinister Russian peasant who
became an advisor to Nicholas and
Alexandra, commented on the discus
sion led by Dr. Rex Van Almsick. Rosen,
who seemed to steal the show, said that
he thoroughly enjoyed the knowledge
he gained by listening to Dr. Van
Almsick. Rosen mentioned that he had
done extensive research into the charac
ter of Rasputin prior to his performance
and found both Rasputin and the events
in Russia at that time very intriguing.
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Hickman carries double workload; always adapting

to new challenges
by Norene Diel
News Editor
Carla Hickman is always up to a
challenge. As di rector of residential life
and student activities, she carries a
double workload.
Hickman joined the student devel
opment staff about 10 years ago, when
she was hired as director of residential
life, but later assumed the second title,
director of student activities, on an in
terim basis.
Her double workload was not in
tended to become permanent, as it has
been, but rather it was on a trial basis to
see what to do with the vacant position.
Loris Williams, administrative secre
tary for student development, said,
“(Hickman’s] task is one of the few on
campus with two full time jobs.” This
would seem to be almost too much to
take on, but Williams stated, “She pro
duces a tremendous amount of work and
her commitment to the College is genu
ine."
“I do what I do because I know it
impacts on the students and I enjoy
seeing them change from freshman year
to senior year,” Hickman said.
During her stay here, Hickman has
found much satisfaction through her
many accomplishments.
found much satislaction through her
many accomplishments.
In 1992 she transformed orientation.
After listening to the desires of the stu
dents, Hickman attended a National
Orientation Directors Association
(NODA) region conference and real
ized that an orientation program needed
to happen. She kept the only existing
orientation program, a two hour meet
ing, but changed it into a valuable and
meaningful meeting. She took ideas
from large state schools and structured
them around the College. Orientation
has thus expanded into a week-long
program consisting of icebreakers, off

student leadership run homecoming.
workshop on campus.
Hickman is a woman of many titles.
She developed the stu One of her least known titles was given
dent leadership work to her by a group of students. While in
shop which takes place Springfield, Missouri for a NODA re
each spring. This gion conference in 1995, Hickman re
workshop serves as a ceived a new name. She was with five
building block for stu students at Chili’s restaurant waiting to
dent leaders.
place her last name on the waiting list.
Vice President for The last name given for the waiting list
Enrollment Manage was “Shuduwa.” This name, given as a
ment and Student De joke by a student, made its way back to
velopment Gary Zack campus and became formalized as
stated, “Her determi “Carletha Shuduwa.” However, occa
nation and energy are sionally it is shortened by a few of the
what made the leader staff members in student development
ship and orientation to “Shudi.”
programs develop.”
Hickman has a plan for the future.
Hickman believes She feels the alcohol programming needs
photo by Andy McKenzie that “students make
work. She received her certificate
things happen, there through the Training for Intervention
campus outings, mass, a visit with the fore, they need to be a part of the devel Procedures (TIPS) program, which em
president, and many other activities, both oping.” Many activities have been done powers people to stop someone who is
educational and entertaining.
on campus by students' suggestions and drinking too much. She will be leading
Through her direction as director of direction. For example, the student lead this program which will occur in the fall.
residential life, the hall population has ership banquet was created by Jennifer
Hickman has settled in Missouri, but
increased from 90 students in 1987 to Millikan, former Student Government would like to continue on with her edu
209 presently. Hickman has also lived Association social events chair. The cation by pursuingher doctorate in higher
in the residence halls on campus. When orientation program was developed at education from St. Louis University.
she became director of residential life, the suggestion of students, who wanted After receiving her doctorate, she will
in the residence halls on campus. When orientation program was developed at education trom St. Louis University.
she became director of residential life, the suggestion of students, who wanted After receiving her doctorate, she will
she was new to St. Louis. The students to see more happen. Homecoming, a go “where the wind takes her.” Will
decided to take this single woman out to primarily student based event, was not iams remarked, “Hickman is a whirl
sec St. Louis. They visited the malls, the run by students. Hickman changed that wind of activity—there’s never a still
St. Louis Brewery, the Arch, the muse by forming a committee of students to moment.”
ums, and the Grizzly Bear Bar. She
recalls this as being “fun and neat.”
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
On New Year’s Eve in 1991,
In accordance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA),
Hickman met her husband Jon. Today
Fontbonne College is notifying you, the student, of the following:
they are blessed with two children—
1. RIGHT TO INSPECT: You have the right to review and inspect those
Daniel (three) and Rachel (14 months).
educational
records which are maintained by Fontbonne College which are not
Hickman said, “It is difficult at times to
otherwise restricted.
juggle work and home, but Jon is very
2. RIGHT TO PREVENT DISCLOSURES: You have the right to prevent
supportive, which is important.”
disclosure of personally identifiable information contained in your education records
Hickman is also responsible for the
to third parlies with certain exceptions allowed by State and Federal regulations.
3. RIGHT TO REQUEST AMENDMENT: You have the right to seek to have
amended or corrected any part of your education records which you believe to be
inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of your rights. This right includes
the right to a hearing to present evidence that the record should be changed if
Fontbonne College decides not to alter the education records according to your
request,
4. RIGHT TO OBTAIN POLICY: You have the right to obtain a copy of the
written institutional policy adopted by Fontbonne College in compliance with
Mash” were the only two Halloweenish
FERPA. A copy may be obtained in person or by mail from the Registrar’s Office.
songs played, with the “Men in Black”
theme falling close to the category.
5. RIGHT TO COMPLAIN TO FERPA OFFICE: You have the right to file a
Though “The Electric Slide” and The
complaint with the Family Policy Compliance Office, Department of Education, 600
Spice Girls are quite popular at dances,
Independence Ave, SW, Washington, DC 20202-4605, concerning any alleged
they somehow did not reflect the spirit
failure by Fontbonne College to comply with FERPA.
of Halloween.
The dance floor remained full for
Directory Information
most of the event as the monstrous crowd
Fontbonne College has designated certain information contained in the
mashed the night away. Even though
education records of its students as Directory Information.
the dance floorremained full, there were
some mixed feelings about the quality
This includes: (1) full name, (2) local & home addresses, (3) local & home
of the music. “They played a lot of
telephone numbers, (4) country of citizenship, (5) e-mail address, (6) date of birth,
obscure rap and tired old pop songs,”
(7) names & addresses of parents/spouse, (8) admission status, (9) most recent
commented Kristine Feeherty, senior.
educational
institution attended, (10) enrollment status, (11) class level, (12) dates of
Even the DJ of the evening realized
attendance, (13) cumulative credits, (14) major, (15) name of academic advisor, (16)
he was playing a low quality song at one
class schedule, (17) degrees, awards, and scholarships received, (18) teacher
point when, talking over the song he
certification. (19) participation in officially recognized activities & sports, (20)
noted “Oh. this must be a bad one. Not
weight & height of athletic team members, and (21) photographs.
even the pajama girls are dancing.” The
“pajama girls" referred to danced the
Fontbonne College may disclose directory information for any purpose, without the
whole night away in a frenzy. During
prior consent of a student, unless the students has forbidden its disclosure in writing.
this particular song, the trio collapsed
into a comatose state on a couch, only to
Students wishing to prevent disclosure of the designated directory information must
return to the dance floor for the next
file written notification is not filed, the College assumes that the student does not
song.
object to the release of the directory information.

Living dead and undead

celebrate at Halloween dance
by Robert Bertels
Staff Writer

The living, dead, and undead came
out to the College on Halloween night to
celebrate All Hallow’s Eve.
Sponsored by SGA, this year’s Hal
loween dance seemed to be yet another
successful event. Participants of the
dance wore costumes that ranged from
simple grease paint renditions of Kiss
band members to store-bought costumes
of the Grim Reaper to more elaborate, if
not more creative, costumes such as a
walking tin of Spam.
The costume contest featured that
night included prizes for best single
costume, best couple, and best group.
The College’s finest cross-dressed male
students took “single” and “group,"with
Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz for
“single,” and a group of drag queens.
The “best couple” category was won by
Popeye and Olive Oil.
Music for the event was provided by
TKO. Though many students seemed to
enjoy the music, a few expressed con
cern that not enough thematic songs
were played. “Thriller” and “Monster
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Faculty stumps students Connor-Talesek shapes clay and
by Justin R. Lopinot
Editor in Chief

the lives of those around her

When Sara Langan, career ad
visor, speaks with students, it is
usually to discuss career aspira
tions or to edit a resume. When
Chris Shoall came to Langan on
November 24, she raised her el
bows and knocked Shoall flat on
his back.
This was the typical demeanor
expressed by the faculty members
as they routed the students by a
score of 48-32 in the fourth annual
Faculty vs. Students basketball
game.
photo by Justin R. Lopinot
The atmosphere before the game Carmen Turner goes for a shot against a much
was intense, as students and fac
taller student defender.
ulty members packed into the Dun
ham Student Activity Center to root to gain in intensity.
their peers to victory. Admission to the
Players on the Student team yelled to
game was $ 1 and all the proceeds went Keith Quigley, women’s basketball
to “Coaches vs. Cancer.” This charge, coach, “Keith, you’re getting old!” This
however, did not apply to those who verbal assault was followed by Student
found a seat in the “sky boxes” located superstar Katie Deimeke fouling
in the Caf’.
Abkmeier as she attempted a routine
Judging by the mere fact that the jumpshot. Luckily for the Students,
Faculty’s starting lineup included Mary Abkmeier missed the rim on her first
Abkmcicr, professorof m athematics and free throw and barely nicked it on her
computer science, the students knew second.
that the Faculty would play an intelli
Minutes later, Quigley committed a
gent game, but what they did not know “hard foul” on Lockett, who appeared to
was that the Faculty could light up the get fairly upset. Darin Hendrickson,
scoreboard.
assistant athletic director, intervened,
The scoring came quickly for the saying, “It’s just a charity game.”
Faculty, as Carmen Turner, student de
The game was not completely seri
velopment intern, converted a Demico ous, however. Student Missy Peacock
Lockett turnover into the first basket of got the most laughs out of the crowd on
the game. Turner finished the game two consecutive plays in the second
with seven points, including a huge three- half. First, Hendrickson sent Peacock
pointer from four feet beyond the arc in sprawling to the ground as he grabbed a
rebound. Second, Lockett heaved a
the second half.
Just two minutes into the game, the down-court pass which eluded Peacock
Students “traded" Richard Dierker and and hit her square in the nose.
Mike Wesley to the Faculty for “future
“She was wide open,” said Lockett,
considerations.” The trade ignited the after the game. Nevertheless, Peacock
Faculty attack, as the pair combined for argued the play with Lockett, but reas
10 points. One would have to question sured fans that her “face feels excel
Student Coach Regina Jones’ motives lent.”
Gary Zack, vice president of enroll
for making the trade during the game.
“You know, that’s the name of the ment management and student develop
game, sometimes you get traded. I just ment, poured in six second half points
didn’t expect it to be during the game,” for the Faculty as they cruised to vic
said Dierker. “That’s okay, 1 was on the tory.
winning team this time. Sometimes it
The Students seemed distraught af
ter the humiliating loss; most refused to
just works out that way.”
Another key “acquisition” was made comment. Peacock seemed to be one of
by the Faculty just five minutes later. the only Students who was not upset by
They sent a message which read “We losing to the team of far-from-recentcan lower your grades if we lose” to the college-graduates such as Jeff
students for the rights to Dan Stiffler, Lindstrom, assistant professor of psy
who started the game for the Students, chology, and Bill Foster, assistant pro
but finished the game a winner with the fessor of business and administration.
“I feel like we put our best effort
Faculty.
After the Faculty coasted into half through,” said Peacock.
time with a 29-17 lead, the game began

Congrats to December graduates!!
BEGINNING BABIES
WITH BOOKS

*$200-$500
WEEKLY*
Mailing phone cards. No experience
necessary.
For more information send a self
addressed
stamped envelope to: Global
Communication,
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

Volunteers needed to assist in the
Beginning Babies with Books program
of the YMCA of Greater St. Louis,
KETC-Channel 9, St. Louis Public
Library and the St. Louis Regional
Medical Center. Read to children in
clinic waiting rooms! For more
information or to volunteer, call Patty
Molano at 436-1177, ext. 365 or Judi
Sams at 879-6233.

by Karen Byington
Special to the Fontbanner

Tucked away in the
basement of Medaille
Hall, past trash cans
marked in large print
“NOT
CLASS
CLAY” and beyond
shelves which line the
walls and contain
bisque ware waiting to
be glazed and finished
goblets waiting to be
critiqued, is the office
of Catherine ConnorTalesek, head of the
department of fine arts.
Connor-Talesek's
office has the atmo
sphere of organized
chaos. The mess con
sists of an old ice box
in one comer, a sofa on its last leg
against a wall, and a desk with papers
scattered over it. A large bowl designed
with a bright pink heart, graphic rect
angles and squares in green and orange,
stands out against the white wall.
As a ceramics instructor, ConnorTalesekhas been shaping clay for years.
But she not only shapes clay; she shapes
the lives of her students and family.
“Every year I’m surprised at how
much teaching means to me,” said
Connor-Talesek, who is known as “Cat”
around the College campus. Afterteaching for over 20 years, she finds that
meeting new students revitalizes her
“burned out enthusiasm... They offer
other things to you, maybe not about
ceramics, but something that will enrich
your life in other ways.”
She describe^her teaching style as
“laid back and yet rather structured.”
She feels that “there are techniques and
ideas of craftsmanship and information
about the material that are important to
teach people, and I try to get that across.”
Her personality, which could also be
considered “laid back,” is reflected in
what she sees as the source of creativity.

photo by Andy McKenzie

She feels that “often the most beautiful
pieces come from people who don’t
have a conscious agenda.”
Connor-Talesek began studying
graphic design at Wichita State Univer
sity in 1969, but found that she “couldn ’ t
stand it.” So, she “found the ceramic
studio and was happy.”
After being inspired by her college
ceramics professor, she decided to go to
New York State College of Ceramics at
Alfred University. At Alfred, ConnorTalesek enhanced her skills in ceramics
and developed her desire for teaching.
So far, Connor-Talesek has had her
work displayed in a number of galleries
including the Dorothy Weiss Gallery in
San Francisco, California, the Netsky
Gallery in Coconut Grove, Florida, and
Craft Alliance Gallery and Fontbonne
College in St. Louis, Missouri.
Connor-Talesek recently married and
had her first child. “Being a mother is a
big job,” she commented. “My work
has slowed down to a crawl since [hav
ing the child], but I still feel that there is
a lot I want to accomplish. Ceramicsis
something I always want in my life.”
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Touchette deserves triple touche for her three talents
by Ann Rapko
Staff Writer
The next time one ventures to the
next home basketball game, pay close
attention to the voice that is performing
the national anthem. The woman be
hind the voice, is Junior Emily Touchette,
accomplished singer, dancer, and model.
Twenty-year-old Touchette is a deaf
education major who transferred from
Belleville Area College. “My first ex
perience singing in front of an audience
was in my church Christmas pageant.
This leads me to truly believe that my
singing is God’s work,” she stated.
In high school, Touchette partici
pated in chorus her junior and senior
years, in addition to being a pom-pom
girl, and playing Hute and oboe in band.
"With my singing I was like a copy
machine, I just listened and did what I
was expected to do. Our choir per
formed in competitions throughout the
Illinois district. The songs we sang
ranged in variety from Gregorian chants
to pop music. At this competitions when
the choir was in sync, it was such an
exuberating feeling,” commented
Touchette.
SinceTouchette enjoyed singing, she
decided to major in voice at Belleville
Area Junior College. “At first I didn’t
like the program because the instructors
wanted to teach opera, mainly Italian
opera, and I just wanted to sing pop
music. However, I learned to like opera,
the hardest opera piece I ever had to
perform was a German opera. It was
very difficult because the German lan
guage emphasizes consonants. I had no
idea what I was singing,” she stated.
Touchette, however, was inspired by
the head of the Belleville Area Junior
College’s music department, when she

decided to come to the College, he told
her, “Do not give up on this [singing].”
His advice encouraged Touchette to take
a chance by studying deaf education.
Dancing is also another passion of
Touchette’s. She began studying classi
cal ballet at the age of five, and contin
ued to dance for 14 years. “Throughout
my 14 years of dance, there were many
injuries, pains, and struggles. But dance
has taught me balance, discipline, and
grace. Singing and dancing helped me
break away from being shy. It felt so
good to be able to express myself in this
way. I miss dancing so much,” com
mented Touchette.
Touchette started dancing in a very
small dance studio in Caseyville, Illi
nois, where she was one of five students.
“It was a great dance company because
I really learned the basics,” she said.
She also studied at the Belleville School
of Ballet. “At the Belleville school, it
was a bigger studio, with more people
and more opportunities,” stated
Touchette. She has appeared in “The
Nutcracker” three times. One of her
favorite dance memories, is dancing the
role of Dewdrop. “I loved the makeup
and the costumes. Also, dancing with a
live orchestra, is torturing. Keeping up
with the ever-changing beat of the mu
sic is difficult, but looking out at the
audience makes it worthwhile,”
Touchette added.
The confidence and discipline that
Touchette gained from her performing
gave her the drive to pursue another
avenue—modeling. Currently, she is
contracted under Images of St. Louis,
through Powers International Modeling
Agency. Touchette participated in

walk the runway, and then you have
less than one minute to impress the
judges,”statedTouchette. Unfortu
nately, Touchette was not picked by
any agencies both times she was
chosen at Model Search America,
but that did not stop her. “I got a St.
Louis phone book and wrote down
every modeling agency in town,”
she said. However, Touchette never
got a chance to call any of the agen
cies. Eventually, a friend heard on
the radio about an open casting call
for Images St. Louis.
Touchette attended the open cast
ing call and was accepted by the
agency, but she did have to take
many classes. "Three nights a week
I would drive all the way from Illi
nois, to Frontenac for classes,” she
stated. However, all her hard work
and determination paid off in March.
Touchette was signed as a model. In
September, Touchette received her
photo courtesy of Emily Touchette
first job, it was a promotion. “I
In addition to being a model and singer,
handed out samples, at the Rams’
Touchette is also an accomplished dancer
football game.”
Singer, dancer, and model are
Model Search America twice, in May just a few words that can be used to
and October of 1996, in Kansas City, describe Touchette. Do not fret, all her
MO.
hard work has not taken the fun away.
“Model Search America is an open Her boyfriend of three years helps take
call. Basically, you go through an inter the stress away in her life by bringing
view and are handed a card, which you humor.
put your name and measurements on.
“The one thing I will always love is
When they call your name, you smile, the sound of a laugh,” commented
and then you wait and wait for them to Touchette. Needless to say, many will
call your name again and tell you yes or come to love Touchette voice after they
no,” commented Touchette.
hear her perform at the next home bas
Touchette was picked by Model ketball game.
Search America both times she went to
the call. “You learn makeup and how to

Faculty/staff carve their niche at annual Pumpkin Walk
by Christy Callanan
Features Writer
The Ryan Hall
attire. This pumpkin Julia Simpson, director of alumni, had
foyer was a little
had hair made out of bloodshot eyes and gummy worms
brighter on Friday,
dollar signs, a penny crawling out of the nose and mouth. The
October 31 as 10
roll transformed into “funniest” pumpkin, was submitted by
glowingjack-o-lanthe nose, credit card Patricia Chavez, mailroom assistant, and
tems waited to be
stickers the mouth, was nicknamed “Mega Mouth.” The
judged for the fifth
carefully folded re admission office’s pumpkin won for
annual faculty/staff
ceipt paper from the “most school spirit” with its Griffin Girl
Pumpkin
Walk
cash register around pumpkin. The basic jack-o-lantem won
sponsored by the
the neck to form a the category “spirit of the season” and
public relations and
collar, and dollar bill was carved by Nancy Gavin, director of
OPTIONS offices.
wrapping
paper research and records. Annette Beckman
The Pumpkin
around a small con of the information office, named her
Walk was origi
tainer became the pumpkin “Pecos,” which won two cat
nated to “give co
body. All this work egories, “best carving job” and “best
workers a chance to
gave the Business Of painting.” The final category, “best
socialize and share
fice dominance in overall” was tied between the business
the spirit of the sea
both the “most cre office’s “Money Man” and the financial
son,” said Sue King,
ative” and “best over aid office’s pumpkin called “One Hot
di rectorof public re
all” categories.
Slice of Pumpkin Pie.” The financial
lations. The faculty
A wide range of aid office designed its pumpkin as a
and staff definitely
categories allowed fashionable woman wearing braids, ear
got into the spirit of
room for a variety of rings, a scarf, false eyelashes, and wax
the season with
pumpkins to win. lips.
photo courtesy of Public Relations
originality and cre
Each person that came
The winners received cassette tapes
The
Business
Office's pumpkin won
ativity as they dis
to the Halloween cel and compact discs, clothing, bumper
played their carved the titles of "most creative" and "best ebration was given a stickers, and gift certificates from area
and
decorated overall" at the Pumkin Walk
ballot and asked to restaurants, all provided by the OP
pumpkins.
nominate a pumpkin TIONS office.
The 10 pumpkins ranged in appear to fit each category. After the ballot was
The pumpkin walk was a great way
ance from your basic jack-o-lantem, to completed, refreshments of cookies and to get into the spirit of Halloween for all
a pumpkin body decorated to represent punch were shared among co-workers. participants. “The competition allowed
the business office all done up in money
The “scariest” pumpkin, created by staff to get away from their desks and

socialize,” said Dana Benedicktus, in
formation and publications coordinator.
“Sometimes we forget to take time out
and really talk to one anotherbecause of
our busy schedules. It ’s a nice chance to
get to know our co-workers on a differ
ent level.”

Youth City Upholstery Shop
seeking part-timer to help in
pick up/deliveries.
Flexible hours.
Call 991-5741.

Y READ LITERACY PROGRAM
Volunteers needed to serve as
tutors for students lacking basic
skills for two hours a week in
your neighborhood library;
volunteers must attend two
three-hour training sessions.
Share your knowledge today!
For more information or to
volunteer, call Eric Pellarin at
436-1177, ext. 379.
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Griffin team experiences
hoops from ’down under’
by April Weiler
Staff Writer
The men’s basketball team tipped of
the season in an international fashion,
with the Australian Institute of Sport
visiting the campus on Monday Novem
ber 17th to head up with the Griffins.
Starting the night off, both national an
thems were played and each player and
coach exchanged a souvenir with their
opponents.
The Australian team consisted of 12
players, all of which were under the age
of 18. Mark Watkins, assistant coach
for the team, stated, “The age of the
players is normal, we’re giving them
experience in playing teams from other
countries. We train them for the under20-year-old division, which eventually
will go through trial to play in the 1999
world championships.”
The institute was established in 1981.
The primary goal of the facility is to
encourage and teach the players the pro
fessionalism for the sport and get them
ready forthe national Australian leagues.
Watkins stated, “There are two players
now who are 6-foot-10-inchcs tall and
are predicted to stand above 7 feet. These
young men will be essential for the
national teams.”
The average height on the team for
the Aussies is 6-foot-5-inches; whereas
the Griffin.^ average 6-foot-3-inches.
Despite this differential, the Griffins
managed to out rebound the opposing
team by 17 boards. The Griffins seemed
to be very aggressive and hustled
throughout the entire game. Coach

Watkins commented, “The Griffins were
very physical and had outstanding of
fensive boards, which caused problems
for our team.”
Josh Goellner lead the team with 13
offensive rebounds, the only player to
reach double digits in total rebounds
from both teams.
By half-time, the Griffins were trail
ing by 12 points, (48-36). Once the
second half started, they began to hustle
and play more intense. They held the
Aussies from sweeping the game.
Coach McKinney remarked, “Forthe
first game, our guys played better that
night then a majority of games last sea
son. The second half was our best sec
ond half we’ve played in a few years.
Josh Goellner and Duane Roth played
tremendous. Sean Peterson and Trez
Tanner hustled and played really hard.
Overall, the team played extremely
well.”
The Australian team slid by the Grif
fins, yet the team put up a good fight
only losing by a final score of 87-85.
After the game, the players and
coaches from both teams showed their
showmanship and shook hands. Watkins
commented on their stay in St. Louis:
“The most exciting moment for our play
ers while visiting America was the bliz
zard. Most of the boys had never seen
snow.”
The Griffins had the privilege of
experiencing a taste of basketball down
under.

Peacock provides bulletproof

vest for women’s soccer team
by Dwight Carter
Staff Writer
It has been a long game and your
team is down 1-0. You have the ball
with no one to pass to; you are the only
girl on the team that could tie the game.
With very little time on the clock, you
find an opening... you take it ... you
dribble past one defender and then an
other until it’s just you and the goalie.
You are the gun and the ball is the
bullet, all you have to do is shoot the
ball to kill your opponent’s lead. You
don’t realize that the Fontbonne
women’s soccer team has a bulletproof
vest... and hername is Michelle “Missy”
Peacock.
Missy Peacock, a junior at the Col
lege, is one of the finest goalies on the
women's soccer team... or, more pre
cisely, the only goalie on the women’s
soccer team.
“1 like the playing time, but it was
very stressful because when I got hurt
there was no one else to take my posi
tion,” Peacock stated.
Peacock, a communications major,
has been playing goalie since her sopho
more year at Incarnate Word Academy
where she helped her team win the state
championship.
In her freshman year at the College,
Peacock started at midfield until the last
six games of the season, when she was

With a name like Branson, country music seems logical

College boasts singing
basketball player
by Dwight Carter
Staff Writer
Steve Branson, a
“They called us the ‘No
Name Band,’ because
sophomore communiwe never had a name,”
cationsmajoratthe Col
Branson said with a
lege, transferred from
Culver-Stockton Col
chuckle.
In August of this
lege for many reasons
year, Branson was a part
such as education, the
of a competition run by
music business program
the originators of “Star
and sports. Well two out
Search” located in St.
of three isn’t bad. What
Louis. He came out a
doesn’t Steve Branson
winner, playing the gui
do? What has he not
tar. The prize was $ 1,200
accomplished? Steve
of free recording time.
Branson is a determined
Next summer he will
student at the College
begin
to record his own
and cannot be stopped.
CD.
Branson left the
This multifaceted
fabulous music depart
student is not only a vo
ment of Culver-Stock
calist for “J azz Pop ’ s,” a
ton to pursue the music
guitar player, and a win
business program at
ner of a local “Star
Fontbonne. He was,
Search” competition, he
however, not able to be
also won All State Choir
a part of the program
photo courtesy of Public Relations
at Culver-Stockton and
because it no longer ex
Steve Branson shows off his
is rapidly becoming the
isted. Did this stop
College’s version of
Branson? No. He joined musical talents at the Mr.
Superman.
the prestigious “Jazz Fontbonne contest
Besides music, Branson transferred
Pop’s Ensemble,” directed by Terry
Thompson, who headed the once func to the College to rekindle his love for
basketball that he did not have at Cul
tional music business program.
“The only music that I was able to ver-Stockton. “I love the guys on the
play at Culver-Stockton was classical team,” he stated. “I feel right at home. I
music,” Branson stated “It’s nice to be also love Coach McKinney, he’s like a
able to be a part of a class that performs father to me.”
This sophomore guard and forward
a variety.” Branson is a vocalist for the
“Jazz Pop’s Ensemble” and will be per for the basketball team is also involved
forming “More Today Than Yesterday” in golf and has broken the College record
for the five mile run.
along with a couple of other tunes.
Bom in Owensville, Missouri,
This “Man of Steel” also holds an
Branson was encouraged by his mother, other honor at the College. The 1997
winner of Mr. Fontbonne was the one
who was a singer, to pursue music.
“I give credit to my mom. She really and only Steve Branson. “I didn’t think
encouraged me to play music at an early that I would win, I really thought that a
age; I began to play the guitar at age 11,” senior would get to be Mr. Fontbonne,”
said Branson. Being from a musical he said.
Branson ‘scareergoals include find
family, Branson had this to say: “Fam
ily reunions are great, everyone just ing a good job with his communications
degree, becoming director of a church
starts playing and singing.”
He has also been in a couple of bands choir, and pursuing a country music
that performed at a couple of sororities. career.

Soccer and volleyball wrapup

Fall sports not total loss
photo by Justin R. Lopinot

moved to goalie to help her team (once
again) to win the St. Louis Intercolle
giate Athletic Conference Tournament.
This year Peacock had eight shutouts, a
goals against average of 1.43,19 games
played and made second team all-con
ference.
“I like soccer because it is fast paced
and physically challenging,” Peacock
said. The girls soccer team ended up
with a record of 8-9-2.
“ We started to come together really
well toward the end. Next year we plan
See Peacock page 7

by Andrew Margrotta
Sports Editor
This past fall, Fontbonne’s colle
giate sports had its ups and downs, but in
the end it was a great experience for all
who endured the competition.
If there was a bright spot of all the
teams, it would have to be the women’s
soccer team. The Lady Griffins com
peted day in and day out for a respect
able record of 8-9-2. Even though they
were only one game under .500, the
team did finish with a winning confer
ence record of 4-2. This meant the Lady
Griffins won some big games when they
had to, including a 3-0 win over
Blackbum in the first round of the St.
Louis Intercollegiate Athletic Confer
ence (SLIAC) post-season tournament
on October 28. This advanced the Lady

Griffins to the second round of the
SLIAC tournament against Principia
College. The team lost the contest 1-0,
bringing their 1997 season to a close.
This year’s team was led by Jerri Nahlik
and Jenny Loesch, who are both under
classmen and will be returning next fall.
The men’s soccer team this sea
son was not up to the usual Fontbonne
standards of recent years, but the season
was not a total loss. With a first year
coach at the helm, Dennis Gaudreault
will need a couple of seasons to estab
lish a strong foundation. He will bring
in the students that he needs to bring
back that winning tradition to the Col
lege. The Griffins loss in the first round
See Fall Page 12
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'Moore’ cannot be expected from tri-athlete Women’s
by April Weiler
Staff Writer
basketball
Clancy Moore has made an impact
turning teammates.
on campus by being involved in many
important organizations.
Some of Moore’s favorite and most
influential pro-players have inspired him
to become an active athlete in basket
ball, golf, and soccer here at the College.
Although he isn’t Larry Bird from the
NBA, Fred Couples on the PGA tour, or
legendary St. Louis Steamers goalie
“Slobo,” Moore is an athlete at
Fontbonne who portrays a desire to play
sports, and represent the College to the
best of his abilities.
Not only is he a loyal athlete to the
college, he’s also a resident assistant for
Medialic Hall, a member of the student
athletic council, and the Fontbonne ath
letic association representative for Stu
dent Government Association.
Moore stated about his job as a resi
dent assistant, “There is a lot of respon
sibility in the job, but it is also rewarding
in many ways. The discipline is never
fun, but it’s a great feeling to get to know
everyone in the dorms.”
Moore is known around campus as a
very enthusiastic person both on and off
the court. He exclaimed, “Time is an
obstacle for me, but I’d rather be busy
than not doing anything at all.”
Moore has been active all through
out his athletic career. He went to Ladue

photo by Andy McKenzie

High School where he played basket
ball, soccer, and golf. Moore said, “I
kind of flirted around with playing base
ball, but I decided not to because I felt as
though I was better playing a sport where
the ball doesn’t move when your trying
to hit it.”
Moore enjoys playing three sports
because of the involvement and being a
part of the teams. He looks forward to
the beginning of each season, and be
comes anxious to get to know the new
players and begin playing with his re

He takes pride with the awards he
has won in high school and college. In
high school, he received all-conference
titles in basketball and soccer his junior
and senior years. He also had the lead
ership challenge of being chosen as cap
tain his senior year for all three of his
respective sports. In college, he has
been honored with the “Most Improved
Award” in soccer, and the “Coaches
Award” in golf the past two years in a
row.
After graduation, Moore will miss
being an athlete on a team, yet he has set
goals for his future. He has shown an
interest in coaching basketball. Moore
stated, “Playing three sports, I’ve had
the opportunity to play under several
different coaches and hopefully I can
take the best quality from each one of
them and use it in my coaching career.
The biggest highlights in his college
athletic career were beating the soccer
team from Greenville College in the
conference tournament, going to the
national tournament (“the Dance”) in
basketball, and playing golf during a
tornado at MacMurray College.
Clancy Moore seems to take pride in
his sports and has contributed to the
campus as a great athletic representa
tive.

Men’s basketball aims for promising season
by April Weiler
Staff Writer

The start of basketball season has
made a leap into the end of the semester.
The Griffins kicked off the season dis
playing some interesting talent at the
IOth annual Late Night with Lee
McKinney, in hopes of pumping up the
crowd for the games. The players con
veyed their talents in a three point and
dunking contest before the men’s game
began.
On November 17th, the Griffins faced
a tough match with the Australian Insti
tute of Sport. The team held their own,
only losing by a score of 87-85. The
game showed that the Griffins have a lot
of talent and an intense drive to play as
a team. Coach McKinney stated, “I feel
that we have a lot of talent on the team
this year. It will be hard to beat the
record from 1993-94 season, but I have
a feeling that we could accomplish that.
The competition in our conference has
gotten a lot harder in the past few years,
but the talent on the squad has a lot of
depth and I know we can win.”
The Griffins need to have an excep
tional season to get a bid to the national
tournament. This year the tournament
reduced the amount of teams attending.
They used to bring in 64 teams, and now
they only have 48. The bid that the St.
Louis Intercollegiate Athletic Confer

ence received every year was taken away.
So if the team wants a bid, their perfor
mance as a team will have to be almost
flawless, which McKinney has no doubt
that they will be able to do.
The men’s team has the opportunity
to play in some unique cities throughout
the season. Approximately 14 varsity
players and cheerleaders drove to Chi
cago on November 20th for a four-day
stay. There they faced Barat College, an
NAI A school, in the Moody Bible Insti
tute Invitational. Over Christmas break,
the team will also be taking a trip to
Honolulu, Hawaii. There they will play
Whitman College (a Division III school),
Walla Walla Washington, and
Chaminade University, which is hold
ing the annual Chaminade University
Tournament. The Griffins have some
great competition ahead of them.
McKinney pointed out that the team
has a chance of being really good under
thebasket. “JoshGoellner, AaronFrison,
and Duane Roth are essential for our
inside game. Goellner has improved a
lot since last year and Roth will be an
asset under the boards,” commented
McKinney.
The shooters will also have a big
responsibility on the team. “There are
five young men that have the talent to

score for the team: Doug Davinroy,
Trez Tanner, Herbie Dill, Bryan
Kennedy, and Jeff Maupin. These play
ers have the talent to be our primary
scorers,” said McKinney.
One of the most important games
this season will be played at the Kiel
Center, the first time ever for the Col
lege. The Griffins will face Webster
University on the evening of December
17th, at 5:30. Tickets are being sold and
can be purchased in the athletic office.
The proceeds go to “Coaches vs. Can
cer.” St. Louis University will play at
the conclusion of the game between the
Gorloks and the Griffins.
The Griffins played Washington
University on Tuesday, December 2.
Last season, the team celebrated its first
win against the Bears, beating them SO74.
The varsity team has an intense game
plan for the season. Coach McKinney
said, “It’s an honor to have made the
team because of the talent we’ve had
this year.” The talent and competition
of the conference will make every game
exciting.
See page 11 for a summary of the
Griffin's game against the Australian
Institute of Sport.

Fall continued from page 11
of the SLIAC tournament to Webster 32 on Saturday November 1. The Grif
fins final record was 4-13-1, with a
conference record of 1-5-1.
The Lady Griffins volleyball team’s
season came to a close on October 30
against Principia College. This was a
first round loss in the SLIAC tourna
ment. The team was plagued by injuries
all season long. The Lady Griffins went

into the tournament as a sixth seed, with
only eight healthy players. They fell to
the Panthers 7-15, 15-13, 9-15, 2-15.
The loss gave the team a 7-17 overall
record, and a 2-5 record in conference
play.
The College’s inaugural year of in
tercollegiate cross country came to an
end on Saturday, October 25 as the
women’s team competed in the SLIAC

cross country championships. The Lady
Griffins finished the meet with 75 points,
placing third out of four teams. In the
5,000 meter race, Laurie Kralemann fin
ished eighth and Lyn Barry ninth in a
field of 31 runners, with times of 21:45
and 21:58, respectively.
Congratulations to all that competed
this past fall at the collegiate level.

team looks

to improve
by Christina Kenawell
StaffWriter
For two hours every day, the Dun
ham Student Activity Center is filled
with the sounds of squeaking tennis
shoes, pounding basketballs and
thumping backboard rebounds. They
practice just as long and hard as the
men’s team, and this year they are
anticipating a better season. With the
simple strategy of “learning from last
year'smistakes,” Coach Keith Quigley
leads the women’s basketball team
into a new season.
Last year, the team finished with a
12-12 record, good for third in the St.
Louis Intercollegiate Conference. The
conference honored two women:
Monica Jackson was voted “New
comer of the Year” and Laurie
Kralemann was honored with a “Sec
ond Team All-Conference Returning”
award.
For this year, the team has one big
factor to overcome: the fact that the
team is so young. Out of 13 players,
the team has six freshman and two
transfer students. The team also lost
three “star” players. Despite all this,
Quigley has high hopes for the team.
Kralemann (junior) and Jackson
(sophomore) arejust some of the faces
to watch out for this year. Issetta
Collins (junior) Meghan Mulvihill
(freshman), Revonna Bennett (jun
ior), and Jill Suellentrup (junior) are
some of the players the team will
expect a lot out of.
The team opened its season on
November 21st, at the Maryville Uni
versity Kick-Off Classic against Rob
ert Morris College. Their first home
game is on December 5th, against
Oakland City University.
The event most of the players are
anticipating is a trip to Hawaii, which
will last from December 27th through
January 4th. While in Hawaii, the
Griffins will play two games. The
team will be traveling with the men’s
basketball team, cheerleaders, and
Griffin Girls. The team worked three
fund-raiser projects to help pay forthe
event, including a golf tournament, an
exposure camp for high school stu
dents, and an eighth grade basketball
tournament.
This is Quigley’s second year
coaching the women’s basketball
team, after assisting the men’s team.
He is going into this season with a
little more ease and a lot of anticipa
tion.
“Women listen more on the bas
ketball floor,” Quigley commented.
“They arc more fundamentally sound. ”

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-500-680-7891 ext.
C200

